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Abstract
Statistical Analysis of Visual Data Segmentation
by
Marjan Hadian-Jazi
RMIT University
SAMME School
Doctor of Philosophy
A simplified theoretical framework for the prediction of feasibility of segmentation of a
two-dimensional linear equation system is presented in this thesis. A statistical definition
of a separable motion (structure) is offered and a relatively straightforward criterion for
predicting the separability of two different motions in this framework is derived. The
applicability of the proposed criterion for prediction of the existence of multiple motions
in practice is examined using both synthetic and real image sequences. The prescribed
separability criterion is useful in designing computer vision applications as it is solely
based on the amount of relative motion and the scale of measurement noise.
Measurement of local differences in the 3D motions of dynamic body organs (captured
by volumetric scanners) is of increasing interest in biomedical imaging applications.
Estimation methods of 3D optical flow in these images have been studied in recent years.
The theoretical limits of 3D optical flow-based motion estimation and segmentation are,
however, yet to be analysed. In this thesis, a novel criterion is proposed to statistically
predict the separability of local 3D motions.
This thesis investigated the theoretical feasibility of line detection in Hough domain in
presence of multiple nearby lines. The limits of separability and detectability in terms
of line distances and the quality of given data is identified. This thesis also investigated
the effect of discretization on the success of line detection and analyzed the optimality
of an appropriate discretization regime. Experiments showed that the results can be
used in practice. These models and analyses address two important questions of lines
separability and detectability but the range of potential applications is much broader
than these questions.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The visual sensory system is one of the most attractive biological capabilities of humans.
Building a robot with a visionary system that can see and detect objects has motivated
scientists to develop modern tools for processing images and videos. Indeed, the amount
of information that visual data provide is enormous and processing this data has been
the subject of many research works during the last 50 years.
Due to recent advances in imaging and computing the production and processing of
digital videos has witnessed rapid progress. Computer vision has become one of the
most important topics in machine learning and robotics. The main goal of computer
vision is to mimic the human visual system and the challenge is to provide similar visual
capabilities in artificial systems. The human visual capabilities can be classified into
many categories, such as: segmentation, motion analysis, and pattern recognition.
In early 1970, when researchers started setting goals for their robots to “see” objects,
they faced many challenging problems. For example, to reconstruct 3D objects from 2D
images they had to detect all possible structures. In order to detect these objects a proper
segmentation of visual data seemed necessary. The segments needed to be modeled by
certain mathematical models and thus, for many years, computer vision became merely
a process of exploring mathematical estimation of structures in images. Furthermore,
much theoretical work was already being conducted in statistics for the segmentation of
data like linear regression, which soon became useful to people in computer vision. In
fact, to define a structure one had to look at all possible appearances of its patterns,
and the knowledge of statistics seemed inevitable.
Other examples that are frequently used in computer vision with direct background in
statistics include noise estimation, maximum likelihood estimation techniques, robust re-
gression methods, model selection and machine learning. Robust estimators are another
1
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popular method in computer vision that has been taken from statistics [3]. For exam-
ple, the M-estimator was developed in early 1960 and Rousseeuw published the Least
Median of squares in 1984. Computer vision researchers began to use these estimators
from early 1980 [4].
Computer vision researchers have incorporated statistical methods, even though the
nature of the data in statistics was different from that of computer vision. More precisely,
in the statistics methods the noise distribution, noise level, and other assumptions might
be different from computer vision applications. In many situations, computer vision
information failed to comply with the constraints necessary for statistical analysis to
work. Therefore, many heuristics were developed afterwards in the computer vision
area to solve real problems using statistical methods such as RANSAC [5].
Data segmentation is another concept brought from statistics to computer vision. Much
of the significance of this work is derived from the wide variety of applications that
involve visual segmentation. Accurate segmentation (of motion or geometry etc.) is
fundamental to a variety of applications that include: diagnosis of tissue deformation
in medical imaging [6], robotic navigation and perception [7], volumetric and surface
recording of landscapes and streetscapes [8] [9], visual odometer [10], visual surveillance
[11] [12], and industrial machine vision [13].
Current researches in computer vision have provided new methods to estimate structures
and their parameters or to improve the performance of existing ones. A fundamental
question remains unsolved: What is a definition for a structure in data space? This
question is totally different for humans than it is for machines; we can process the
data with our brain and detect structures. But there should be a precise definition for
structure when the data are processed by machines. A strategy is necessary to examine
and compare different techniques of structure detection and to evaluate the bounds
of their practical performance limitations. Definition of a structure leads to finding
a criterion of separability of two structures. A separability criterion can be indicated
as a question of what would be the minimum relative structural difference that would
constitute another structure?
Substantial efforts have also been devoted to solving the motion segmentation problem
[14]. A major shortcoming of those solutions stems from the fact that structures in
visual data are not precisely defined. The segmentation methods are typically consid-
ered successful when those methods are able to partition data in a way that, by visual
inspection, segments are deemed to be part of an identifiable object. As such, there
is no theory as yet to predict which two motions are separable for a given set of data
or what the minimum relative velocity would be that would constitute another motion.
This question has important engineering applications, particularly for designing devices
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Figure 1.1: Two point sources and the distribution of their lights when they become
close to each other. At middle figure, the distance between two point sources is at
Rayleigh criterion[1].
that use visual measurements of speed, such as visual traffic surveillance systems, hand
gesture recognition, human behavior recognition, motion capture for animation, local
image registration and scene understanding, as a source of information.
The problem of structure definition and separability criterion is not restricted to the
computer vision area and for a long time statistics have been used to solve data segmen-
tation problems in those areas.
To clarify, a few cases from other research areas that are closely related to the subject
of this thesis are mentioned here.
One of the most famous segmentation problems emerges in the definition of the resolution
of an optical microscope where the image of two light point sources, which take the
lens shape of the PSF (Point Spread Function), fall very close to each other and their
separability becomes a challenge. Figure 1.1 shows two point sources that are becoming
closer to each other and their light distribution. When two sources are far ”enough”
their distributions do not have much effect on one another and they are separable. As
the distance between two light sources decreases, their effect on each other is no longer
negligible. To solve this issue, there are variety of definitions for resolution for a lens but
the most widely used is from Rayleigh [15]. Broadly speaking, using the fact that point
spread function can be closely estimated by a normal distribution, Rayleigh offered a
criterion for separability of two Gaussian distributions. The Rayleigh criterion defines
the minimum distance of two sources that are separable based on their point spread
function.
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A similar issue has been raised in the science of chemistry for detecting the presence
of a substance, which is called ”detection limit”. Since the measurement for mass of a
material can be noisy there is a need for a criterion to threshold real data from noise or
the result of activities of other materials. The researchers defined a criterion that can
reasonably tell the difference between two separable values [16].
Another similar problem is the segmentation of profiles of proteins in electrophoresis in
pathology. The pattern of proteins should form a mixture of Gaussian distributions but,
in reality, detectability of different proteins seems to be very difficult. The amount of
each protein in the blood is calculated by the peak of its relative part of the histogram.
The separation of these distributions can be life-saving, hence the diligence of the task.
The idea of structure and separability criterion discussed above are mostly introduced
by intuition. The aim in this research was to provide a reliable theoretical framework to
define a structure and separability criterion in data segmentation methods in computer
vision.
1.1 Motivation
In general, many computer vision problems involve manipulation of complicated man-
ifolds. However, due to the mathematical and computational complexities of finding
solutions in these spaces, a large group of problems are solved via projections: leading
to approximate solutions found by solving systems of linear equations. For example,
solutions of important computer vision problems such as optical flow [17], fundamental
matrix [18], and parametric image segmentation of objects [19] are commonly found
by solving systems of linear equations. After decades of research in these areas, a rich
collection of methods to both robustly and efficiently solve those problems is currently
available [20, 21].
Although many solutions have been proposed for a number of key segmentation problems
in computer vision (for example, segmentation of motion, range), measures of practical
performance — as well as formal definitions of visual targets — are yet to be established
for any of those problems. This research commenced by focusing on finding the limits of
motion segmentation. One of the most common ways for solving motion segmentation
in computer vision is by using optical flow calculation.
Traditional robust statistical theory and methodology is inadequate for computer vision
problems [3]. For example, the data in computer vision applications have higher percent-
age of outliers and different types of noise. This is also recognised by some statisticians
who are searching for better theories and definitions [22]. A number of researchers have
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improved estimators specifically motivated by computer vision problems[23] [24] . Many
researches and methods exist in this area [25].
An example of typical computer vision problem that was addressed with statistics back-
ground is Optical Flow. Optical flow calculation is one of the most studied problems
of computer vision. Its calculation [20][26], segmentation [27][28] and the derivation of
its confidence measures (error quantification) [2] have been refined over several decades.
However, the limits of using optical flow knowledge as a primary source of physical
perception are yet to be established. In particular, there are many different ways to
precisely calculate the optical flow associated with one motion by using various mathe-
matical modelling tools [20][26]. Similarly, there are a number of different ways to ac-
curately quantify and measure the confidence associated with those calculations. There
are also many methods to perform the motion segmentation, even when the number of
motions is not known a priori [27]. Where there are at least two motions in a local
area, however, it is currently not possible to predict how much difference between those
motions is required for those motions to be separable.
The question of performance limits of data segmentation methods seems to rely on
intuition and there has not been theoretical framework to answer this question. In this
research, the aim is to tackle this fundamental challenge. In fact, there is little or no
theoretical examination for most of data segmentation algorithms. This work provides
a theoretical framework for heuristics methods that are mostly deployed in computer
vision problems.
This research is specifically intended to study and improve the parametric segmentation
techniques and evaluate the bounds of their practical performance limitations. A rigor-
ous experimentation strategy is required to examine and compare different techniques.
More importantly, it is necessary to test the relevance of the theoretical results on real
data scenarios. In particular, we are interested in techniques that address the issues
raised when segmentation involves separating multiple types of structures of unknown
population size in the data.
1.2 Problem Statement
Our aim is to study the essential problem of automatically segmenting visual data into
meaningful parts. In this work we will provide a theoretical framework to examine sta-
tistical separability of two segments. The assumptions include images with multiple
objects, missing and noisy data, large data volume, and unknown form and number
of objects. These latter characteristics lift the problem beyond the reach of standard
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Figure 1.2: Definition of structure and separability criterion are directly related to
each other.
statistical fitting approaches. After decades of research in this area, a wide collection
of methods is currently available. In particular, there have been studies concentrating
on optimal fitting, multiple structures [29], or robust fitting in the presence of mul-
tiple structures. This research is an attempt to provide a more complete theory and
practical methodology for establishing both the theoretical and practical limits of data
segmentation.
In order to clearly explain our research goals, it should be noted that the following basic
research question is still unsolved: What is the definition of a structure in data space?
Although this is a fundamental question in segmentation analysis, and despite the ex-
istence of many segmentation solutions, a ubiquitous definition is yet to be developed.
Based on the definition of structure we can also answer the question of what is a discon-
tinuity in discrete data. The answer to this question helps us to find a solution for the
first question. The relation between definition of structure and separability criterion is
presented at Figure 1.2.
1.3 Related Work
Data segmentation is one of the most studied problems in engineering and computer
vision. Yet the lack of a practical definition for a structure is to be fully established.
In particular, there are different ways to precisely segment the data associated with a
model using variety of mathematical modelling tools [30] [18]. Similarly, a number of
ways are proposed to accurately quantify and measure the confidence associated with
those calculations. In data sets that originally contain more than one structure, and
particularly when those structures are similar in parametric models, the separability
of structures remains a challenge. So far, it seems impossible to predict the necessary
difference between structures that can assure their separability. This would be a clue to
the basic question behind this research work.
Broadly speaking, there are three different approaches to quantify and measure the
confidence of data segmentation. Those are used mostly for refining error statistics or
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making decisions to terminate iterative algorithms [31]. The first group measures the
confidence by quantifying the goodness of the input of the calculation process. The
increase in the magnitude of image spatial gradients is, for instance, an indicator of
higher confidence. This is motivated by numerous observations that model parameters
in highly textured areas that can be estimated better than in texture-less regions [17].
The second group measures the confidence by analyzing the suitability of available data
at the point of estimating the model parameters. For instance, for patch-wise derivative
based methods [21] the condition of the system of linear equations at each pixel indicates
the confidence in that calculation. Other measures such as the trace, the determinant,
the minimum eigenvalue [32] [33] and the sum of eigenvalues have also been used to
measure the confidence in the model parameters calculations. The third group quantifies
the confidence by measuring the similarity of the statistical properties of the calculated
model parameters with either a learned model by Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
[34] or a multidimensional Gaussian model for the model parameters [28]. Extensive
comparison of these confidence measures can be found in the literature [35].
The issue of finding the limits of detection for near discontinuities in visual data was first
discussed in [36]. The work focused on data segmentation and the separability criteria
were only derived for special cases including parallel or crease structures. The above
work was later extended to study the effect of consistency [37] and finite sample bias [38]
of commonly used estimators on separability of close structures. However, those works
are also limited to the special case of parallel discontinuities only.
The innovation in this research stems from the approach to segmentation analysis that
is based on explicit definition of structure. The significance of this approach relates to
the fact that in computer vision, and particularly in the multi-structural segmentation
scenarios, despite the existence of many segmentation solutions a ubiquitous definition
is yet to be developed. We aim to provide a definition for a structure in data space that
is both precise and practical.
1.4 Contribution
Generally speaking, with any probability distribution with infinite tails, such as the
commonly used Gaussian, there will always be a finite probability of misclassified data
no matter what the separation problem is. The “magic bullet” of a clean threshold
where it makes sense to declare two structures as separate and assign points, and on the
other side of the threshold you cannot distinguish is incompatible with this model. The
concept of separability itself is also not well defined and one can identify at least two
different (but related) notions as outlined here, namely:
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1. Detectability: Existence of two structures (motions) in given data is detectable
but the detected structures are not necessarily distinguishable.
2. Separability: Structures (motions) can be distinguished from each other and the
segmentation of data between different structures can be performed up to a desired
(given) level of reliability.
In engineering applications, the latter notion of separability is of significant interest.
The characteristics of the structures are important and those characteristics cannot be
measured unless the structures are well defined. The misclassification error of separating
two models, in general, will be governed by fitting errors of the two putative models as
well as the overlap of the distributions. Although the deciding line is always going to
be somewhat arbitrary and dependent on what the engineering problem will tolerate,
this project makes an important contribution by quantifying the probability of misclas-
sification. Our theoretical derivations also show that the separability problem is very
complicated and development of an elegant solution that could predict separability in all
cases does not appear to be straightforward. We have, however, been able to show how
the Gaussian error of data relates to the error of pairwise estimates of model parame-
ters and how to quantify the exact overlap of their distributions. This at least enables
us to provide a useful guide for defining a structure and ultimately designing reliable
equipment.
1.5 Thesis Outline
The following is the organization of this thesis. Chapter 2 provides the review of the
basic concepts of data segmentation, statistical methods in computer vision and motion
segmentation. Some related works will be discussed in this chapter.
Chapter 3 presents a simplified theoretical framework for the prediction of feasibility of
segmentation of a two dimensional linear equation system. A statistical definition of a
separable motion (structure) is presented and a relatively straightforward criterion for
predicting the separability of two different motions in this framework is derived. The
applicability of the proposed criterion for prediction of the existence of multiple motions
in practice is examined using both synthetic and real image sequences. The prescribed
separability criterion is useful in computer vision applications as it is solely based on
the amount of relative motion and the scale of measurement noise.
Chapter 4 discusses that theoretical limits of 3D optical flow-based motion estimation
and segmentation are yet to be analyzed. In this chapter, a statistical analysis of 3D
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optical flow is presented and the results are used to predict the separability of local 3D
motions. Experimental results, using both synthetic and real images, demonstrate the
applicability of the proposed analysis to predict the separability of two motions in terms
of the parameters quantifying their relative motion and the scale of measurement noise.
In Chapter 5, we investigate the theoretical feasibility of line detection in Hough do-
main in presence of multiple nearby lines. We identify the limits of separability and
detectability in terms of line distances and the quality of given data. We also investigate
the effect of discretization on the success of line detection and analyze the optimality
of an appropriate discretization regime. Experiments show that the results can be used
in practice. These models and analyses address two important questions of lines sepa-
rability and detectability, but the range of potential applications is much broader than
these questions.
Chapter 6, concludes and summarizes the dissertation and outlines the directions for
possible future research.
Chapter 2
Literature Review
2.1 Motion Segmentation
Data segmentation aims to partition a given set of data based on a common charac-
teristic. This characteristic can be having the same motion, the same depth, the same
texture or belonging to the same object. An important class of segmentation methods
aims to find a parametric model for these data and estimate the parameters of the chosen
models. The parameters estimation can be achieved by optimizing a cost function that
takes into account some assumptions about the given data. Depending on the nature of
the data, the model and parameters have different forms. Although data segmentation
has applications in a wide variety of science and engineering problems, the emphasis
here is on its applications for computer vision. For example motion segmentation aims
at finding moving objects in an image sequence.
To improve segmentation results, many estimation methods have been developed and
enormous effort has been made to investigate the effect of different parameters on the
segmentation outcomes. For instance, the Hough Transform is a useful tool for data
segmentation and has been applied to solve a number of problems. Line detection [39],
detection of contours and surfaces[40] ,circle detection [41] and motion estimation [42]
are some applications of Hough Transform.
Parametric data segmentation problems are usually formulated as follows: Suppose that
there is a set of sample data with an unknown number of structures (subspace) with
unknown and possibly different dimensions. The goal of data segmentation is to si-
multaneously find these structures and assign the data points into their corresponding
structures [30]. This gives rise to an interesting question of what would be a useful
definition for a structure. This thesis is an attempt to investigate this question. In
10
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addressing the question of multistructural segmentation, many methods and algorithms
have been developed over several years.
In this chapter some of the most important segmentation methods are discussed and the
importance of the definition of a structure for their applications examined.
2.1.1 Parametric Methods
Many computer vision problems involve parameter estimations. For instance, most of
motion segmentation problems involve parameter estimations. Robust estimation is one
of the most popular methods used to solve estimation problems in computer vision. M-
estimators and least median of squares (LMedS) are well-known members of this group
[4]. Robust estimation methods are designed to have tolerance for outliers. In computer
vision outliers are classified into two types, gross outliers and pseudo outliers. Pseudo
outliers are outliers to one structure but inliers to another structure. Dealing with pseudo
outliers remains a challenging task, despite the research done in this area[24]. Although,
these methods have been shown to be successful in many cases, their applications are
largely confined to cases where there is only one structure in data [43]. The following
section is a brief explanation of the most important members of this group.
2.1.1.1 M-estimator
A common problem in computer vision is to estimate a set of parameters, especially
in parametric methods. The estimated parameters usually have the same dimension as
the given data and can represent the observed data. The observed data may include
outliers, which would make the parameter estimation difficult to solve. One of the most
popular and simple methods of parameter estimation is to find the mean of the data set.
The problem with the mean (average) estimate is that it is sensitive to the existence of
outliers. Another choice would be to use the median, which is relatively robust to the
influences of outliers but it is less accurate. Ideally if the distribution of the data was
known, the given data would be best represented by the known parameters of its data
distribution. M-estimators are a simple way of parameter estimation for given data that
is both accurate and robust to the influence of outliers.
Suppose x1, ..., xn are the measured random variables whose probability function is ρ(x−
θ) where θ is the unknown center of the cluster. The aim is to estimate θ, which best
represents the data. An approach to minimize the effect of outliers is to assign weights
for the contribution of each data point on θ estimation. The estimator in this approach
chooses a θ that produces the least error even when there are outliers in the cluster.
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The chosen weights would naturally be related to the distance of data points from the
unknown center. To achieve this aim, the first M-Estimator was introduced by Huber
in 1973 [44]. Since then, many different types of M-estimators have been developed and
used to solve many estimation problems in computer vision and engineering fields alike.
The M-estimator tends to choose ρ(δ) function such that it is a symmetric (ρ(δ) =
ρ(−δ)), positive-definite function with a unique minimum at zero. In fact, ρ is a loss
function, which decreases the effect of outliers. The value of θ can be calculated by
solving the following minimization problem.
θ∗ = arg min
θ
n∑
i=1
ρ(θ − xi) (2.1)
where θ∗ is the optimal value of θ. To measure the robustness of an estimator, the
influence function was defined which shows the effect of the existence of an outlier on
the parameter estimation. The derivative of the estimator function ψ(δ) = dρ(δ)dδ is called
influence function. For the optimal value of θ in equation (2.1), the derivative of the
estimator function (the influence function) must be zero and we have:
n∑
i=1
ρ′(θ − xi)|θ=θ∗ = 0. (2.2)
A few commonly used estimator functions for M-estimators are shown in figure 2.1. A
typical choice can be the quadratic function, ρ(δ) = |δ|m, wherem can be 1, 2, 4, etcetera.
For example, in the case of m = 1, ρ(δ) = |δ| is a weighted median estimator (L1
estimator) and the influence function for L1 estimator is ψ(δ) = sgn(δ). Choosing
m = 2 leads to ρ(δ) = δ2, the derivative will be a linear operator and represents the
well-known mean estimator (least squares). Calculating θ∗ for this case is as follows:
The derivative of function is ρ′(δ) = 2δ and to derive θ∗ we have:
n∑
i=1
2(θ − xi)|θ=θ∗ = 0 (2.3)
which means:
n∑
i=1
θ =
n∑
i=1
xi = θn (2.4)
where θ∗n =
n∑
i=1
xi and therefore θ
∗ = 1n
n∑
i=1
xi, which is in fact the mean of xi.
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Figure 2.1: (a) Estimator function (b) Influence function.
The outcome in this case is highly sensitive to outliers because outliers having large
xis would heavily impact the final estimation result. To overcome this Huber defined a
estimator function with a restricted influence function given by:
ψ(δ) =
{
δ if |δ| < k
ksgn(δ) if |δ| ≥ k.
(2.5)
And the estimator function in this case is:
ρ(δ) =
{
δ2/2 if |δ| < k
k(|δ| − k/2) if |δ| ≥ k.
(2.6)
The Huber function has two parts, the first part is a square function and the second
part is an absolute function. The square function is very sensitive to outliers since it
minimizes the huge cost developed by outliers, and the absolute function is very inlier
friendly and not overly sensitive to outliers. As a result, the Huber function would lead
to an estimation based on inliers with low sensitivity to the existence of outliers. The
Huber estimation and influence functions are shown in the figure 2.1. It should be noted
here that when k → 0 the estimator is approaching the median estimator and when
k → ∞ it is approaching the Least-Square estimator. Huber function with k = 1.345
has 95% efficiency for normal inlier noise.
Beside Huber function, there are many other estimator functions and also many mod-
ifications of M-estimator. All these methods try to improve the estimation accuracy.
But M-estimators still suffer from many weaknesses when the data are multi structural.
This leads researchers towards other methods such as RANSAC.
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2.1.1.2 RANSAC
One of the most popular robust regression methods in computer vision is the random
sample consensus(RANSAC). Unlike M-estimators, RANSAC was developed for com-
puter vision purposes.
Fischler and Bolles [5] proposed RANSAC in 1981 as a parameter estimation approach
from a set of data contaminated by large proportion of outliers. RANSAC, was born
originally from within the community of computer vision. It uses re-sampling and ben-
efits from the minimum number of observations required. It then provides candidate
parameter values as solutions to the problem. Other conventional sampling methods
need as much data as possible to get the initial solution, but RANSAC uses the smallest
set possible and approaches a final solution with proper data points.
The goal of parametric methods is to help the process of interpretation of sensed data.
The process of interpretation involves two steps, the first is the classification of the
data into one the known models and the second is to determine the parameters for
the hypothesized model. However, these two steps have a chicken and egg relationship.
Knowing the models for data, the parameters can be calculated easily and knowing the
model parameters the data that belong to the model can be found easily. In most of the
computer vision problems one has to deal with outliers. RANSAC was one of the first
methods developed in computer vision to deal with outliers. This is whether outliers are
produced by another cluster or if there are just some gross outliers over the image that
accidentally seem like inliers. Such coincidences could happen for a portion of data and
bias the total detection process. Most of the known techniques such as, least squares,
follow the entire data set and can only detect the outliers after the parameters were
assessed. These issues and the fact that some earlier exhaustive search methods were
introduced and had proven costly, were probably the most motivating factors leading
to RANSAC development. RANSAC overcomes the problem of outliers by establishing
the model on the minimum set of necessary samples to obtain parameters.
Basically, the algorithm is as follows:
1. Considering the estimation model, randomly select a subset from given data.
2. Determine the model parameters, applying the selected subset.
3. Consider a predefined tolerance  and find the amount of inliers data for the
determined model.
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4. Consider a predefined threshold ζ, if the fraction of the number of inliers over the
total number of points exceeds that threshold, inliers are enough for a final decision.
In this case, use all of these inliers to determine the final model parameters.
5. Otherwise, go back to step 1 (for maximum of N times).
RANSAC is consists of two major steps. The first is to hypothesize a model, and to
provide randomly selected minimum set of parameters for the model that estimates the
data. The second step is to test the hypothesis. RANSAC checks if the elements of the
entire set are consistent with the proposed model, hence the consensus set.
Suppose u is the probability of a selected data point to be an inlier and assuming that
m subset of data is required for model estimation, therefore 1− um is the probability of
facing at least one outlier. If p is the probability that at least once the selected subset
included only inliers, then the number of iterations, N , should be chosen such that the
probability p (usually set to 0.99) is achieved, which means that at least one of the sets
of chosen samples does not contain any outliers. Thus, N can be calculated as follows:
1− p = (1− um)N (2.7)
Therefore,
N =
log(1− p)
log(1− (1− v)m) (2.8)
The result of RANSAC algorithms depends on the selection of three parameters, ,ζ
and N . Although the RANSAC algorithm is very robust to outliers, the outcome of the
algorithm depends on the proper selection of these parameters.
To improve the robustness property of RANSAC many modifications of this algorithm
have been developed. MSAC [25], MAPSAC [45] , MLESAC [23] modified RANSAC
by weighting the effect of data on results. In almost all modifications of RANSAC the
performance of algorithms depend on some pre-determined parameters and, like many
statistical methods in computer vision, to handle multi-structured data, RANSAC uti-
lizes a fit and remove method iteratively. Existence of more than one structure in a data
set makes the process of finding the correct model parameters challenging for RANSAC.
The dominant structure in each iteration of RANSAC must include at least half of the
data. For instance [46], estimation of multiple motion by RANSAC simultaneously, re-
quires dramatically more samples than when there is only one motion. To reduce the
computation, it is possible to make the multiple motion estimation sequentially. Yet,
estimation of the motions separately violates the assumption that the outliers to the first
motion form a uniform distribution. Other structures are pseudo outliers to a structure
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when multiple models are present and these usually form their own clusters rather than
being uniformly distributed in the data space.
2.1.1.3 EM algorithm
The EM algorithm is a powerful iterative technique to estimate the model parameters.
EM algorithm has several applications including data clustering. The EM algorithm
estimates the model parameters in a Maximum-Likelihood sense. It has two main ap-
plications the first, being when the data has missing values, due to problems with the
observation process. The second is that when optimizing the likelihood function is ana-
lytically intractable but it can be simplified by assuming the existence of, and values for,
additional but missing parameters this case is very common in the pattern recognition
applications [47]. Suppose that data X is observed, we call X the incomplete data as it
is known the maximum-likelihood estimation, below is the optimization:
ΘˆML = arg max
Θ
(log p(X|Θ)) (2.9)
where log p(X|Θ) is the log likelihood of X given Θ. In most of the practical problems
(e.g. pattern recognition applications), the log likelihood function is highly non-linear
thus solving the maximum-likelihood estimation would be a very difficult task. The
EM algorithm overcomes this difficulty by introducing an auxiliary function, Q. The Q
function is a mechanism to provide a tractable way for estimating incomplete data in a
Maximum-Likelihood sense. It has the same behavior as the log likelihood function but
makes the maximization problem easier to solve [48].
Suppose that a complete data set, Z = (X,Y ) exists. Using the complete data set is
another key part in EM procedure. The complete data Z contains some variables that
are not observed and are called hidden data. The probability of Z = (X,Y ) given Θ,
p(X,Y |Θ), is therefore called the complete-data likelihood. This function is actually a
random variable since the missing information Y is unknown (Y is a random variable)
[47].
EM estimates ΘˆML through an iterative procedure. In the kth iteration, Θ
(k) would be
chosen to maximize the expectation of log p(X,Y |Θ), given the incomplete data X and
the result of the previous iteration estimation (Θ(k−1)). The iteration of EM algorithms
consists of two steps:
E-step: This step computes the auxiliary function:
Q(Θ,Θ(k−1)) = E[log p(X,Y |Θ)|X,Θ(k−1)] (2.10)
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where Θk−1 is the estimation of the current parameters from the kth iteration and Θ
are new parameters that we optimize to increase Q. And log p(X,Y |Θ) means that, Θ
conditions the log likelihood of the complete data (X,Y ).
Notice that in the meaning of the two arguments in the function Q(Θ,Θ(k−1)), the
first argument Θ corresponds to the parameters that ultimately will be optimized in
an attempt to maximize the likelihood. The second argument Θk−1 corresponds to
the parameters that are used to evaluate the expectation. It should be noted that X
and Θk−1 are constants, Θ is a random variable that the algorithm aims to adjust. In
clustering applications this step is sometimes called the assignment of pixels to clusters.
In the final iteration of the algorithm each pixel has a probability of belonging to each
cluster, with clustering to be done based on these probabilities.
M-step: is to maximize the expectation which computed at E-step:
Θ(k) = arg max
Θ
(Q(Θ,Θ(k−1))) (2.11)
It is proved that the incomplete data likelihood function is non-decreasing [49]:
log p(X|Θ(k)) ≥ log p(X|Θ(k−1)) (2.12)
This implies that the EM algorithm will converge to a local maximum of the likelihood
function. The choice of the initial conditions to start the algorithm is, however, a crucial
task. In computer vision, one of the most widely used applications of the EM algorithm is
the parameter estimation for mixture density, especially Gaussian mixture distribution.
2.1.1.4 Hough Transform
One of the best robust methods developed to handle multi-structured data and deal with
outliers is the Hough Transform [3]. The Hough Transform (HT), was first proposed by
P. Hough [39] as a way to recover complex pattern in images. Since then there has been
extensive research in this area for every aspect of this technique, for example, improving
its performance [50], generalizing the Hough Transform [40], and its applications [51]
[52]. There are also several survey papers dedicated to developing the mathematical
theory and its applications [53] [52]. This section provides a very short introduction
to the Hough Transform, the literature survey papers [53] [52] provide a more detailed
review, and the methods and application of Hough Transform.
The HT converts the regression problem in the data space into location estimation in
the parameter space (Hough domain) [53]. The key idea of the method is to segment
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Figure 2.2: (a)Observation point in image space (b)Corresponding line in parameter
space(Hough domain).
the structure in the dual domain. Suppose that (Xi, Yi) are observations shown in
figure 2.2(a), then the Hough Transform maps each observation point from image space
into a line in parameter (intercept-slope) space. This means for the observation point
ith,(Xi, Yi), there is a line in a parameter space which has a form Li : Yi = mXi + b.
Figure 2.2(b) shows the set of lines in parameter space corresponding to the observation
points of figure 2.2(a).
HT has been applied for the detection of many patterns. The methodology is the same
as line detection but the dimension of parameter space is different. For example, to
detect a circle the parameter space has three dimension, the center of the circle (x, y)
and radius r, which creates a 3D discrete parameter space. Ballard [40] used directional
edge information to extended the HT for detection of arbitrary 2D curves. This method
is called the Generalized Hough Transform.
In practice the Hough Transform is implemented as follows:
1. Initialize Hough space quantization.
2. Construct an accumulator array.
3. For all non-zero pixel in the image calculate parameters in Hough space.
4. Update the accumulator.
5. Find the cells exceeding the threshold and add them to the detected lines.
The original Hough Transform used slope-intercept parametrization. However, the value
of the slope can become infinite for vertical lines, which causes troubles for implemen-
tation of the algorithm. Polar presentation of line parameters was introduced in 1972
by Duda and Hart [54] and soon became very popular. Currently, almost all the imple-
mentations of Hough Transform are based on polar coordinates. Polar parametrization
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does not, however, preserve two features : symmetry and linearity between dual Hough
space and image space. To resolve this issue [55] the Cascaded Hough Transform is
proposed. The Cascaded Hough Transform creates three bounded subspaces. The first
subspace has coordinates m and b , the same as original Hough Transform but only for
|m| ≤ 1 and |b| ≤ 1. The second subspace has the coordinates 1m and bm for |m| > 1 and
|b| ≤ |m|. Finally, |b| > 1 and |m| < |b| creates the third subspace with coordinates 1b
and mb . All of these three subspaces are bounded to the interval [−1, 1] and each point
in the image space is transformed into a line in each subspace.
One of the newest line parametrization methods for Hough Transform is PClines. Dubska
et al. [56] proposed using parallel coordinates for line parametrization of the Hough
Transform.
2.1.2 Factorization Methods
The idea of factorization methods is to factorize a measurement matrix with the coor-
dinates of feature correspondences (trajectory matrix) into two matrices (motion and
structure matrix). Since the trajectory matrices contain motion parameters and 3D co-
ordinates of features of multiple objects, there is no need for initial segmentation. The
only assumption is that the object is rigid and the camera is orthographic. Factorization
methods are easy to apply if the number of objects vary.
The input to the factorization method is the measurement matrix. The measurement
matrix is obtained by tracking P feature points over F frames in an image sequence. So
the measurement matrix, W is made up of the horizontal and vertical coordinates of P
feature points and the matrix size is 2F × P . Therefore, matrix W has the following
form:
W =

u1,1 u1,2 · · · u1,p
v1,1 v1,2 · · · v1,p
...
...
. . .
...
uF,1 uF,2 · · · uF,p
vF,1 vF,2 · · · vF,p

(2.13)
Based on the factorization method W can be presented as follows:
W2F×P = R2F×3S3×P (2.14)
where R is the motion matrix and is composed of two rows for each frame that define the
two rows of a rotation matrix of size 2× 3. This rotation matrix describes the rotation
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of the object from an initial reference framework to the current position in each frame.
Matrix R can be written as:
R =

r11,1 r
1
1,2 r
1
1,3
r12,1 r
1
2,2 r
1
2,3
...
...
...
rF1,1 r
F
1,2 r
F
1,3
rF2,1 r
F
2,2 r
F
2,3

(2.15)
The matrix S contains the coordinates of the 3-D points and it has the following form:
S =

X1 X2 · · · XP
Y1 Y2 · · · YP
Z1 Z2 · · · ZP
 (2.16)
It should be noted, that by using singular value decomposition (SVD) W can be decom-
posed as:
W = UDV T = UD
1
2D
1
2V T (2.17)
Therefore, R = UD
1
2 and S = D
1
2V T . However, these equations are not unique and
valid up to a scale factor and a global rotation. The scaling problem can be solved in
this case and the proper scaling can be introduced uniquely, but the global rotation will
remain unknown unless a new constraint is given to the system.
The scale factor is any matrix Q, which can be involved in factorization as described in
the following:
W = RS = RQQ−1S = R˜S˜ (2.18)
For rigid body motion, each couple of rows of R˜ = RQ should form a proper rotation
matrix. In this case, the factorization will be unique in terms of scaling but the physical
interpretation of the object in the real world is still ambiguous up to a scalar scale factor.
This issue becomes important in registering motions received from two different video
settings.
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If the camera is affine, Q can be obtained for a sequence of a rigid body motion. The
rotation matrix is a 2× 3 matrix and each two rows should satisfy following conditions:
~r2jQQ
T~r2j = 1 (2.19)
~r2jQQ
T~r2j+1 = 0
~r2j+1QQ
T~r2j+1 = 1
where the vector ~r2j is the 2jth row of the matrix R. The matrix A = QQ
T is symmetric
and has six elements in it. Since there are more than two frames in a sequence, this
quadratic system can be solved using the square root of the formed set of equations. It
can also be solved by singular value decomposition. The Q matrix can be obtained from
A = QQT using Choleski factorization by definition. It should noted here that even
after acquiring the matrix Q there is an ambiguity to the global rotation, for example
we do not know if the object is rotating to the right or left. There are methods, such as
checking the missing data, that can possibly help solve such ambiguities.
The factorization method was originally introduced by Tomasi and Kanade [57]. They
proposed to solve the structure from motion problem using features tracked throughout
the image sequences. Despite the novelty of their proposed [57] and its simplicity, it
is highly sensitive to outliers and missing data. It cannot handle more than one rigid
object since it assumes features belong to one object. Although this method cannot be
used as a motion segmentation method, many methods have been proposed based on
utilization of this method for motion segmentation problems.
Costeira and Kanade [58] used factorization of multiple rigid bodies to estimate the
interaction of their shapes. The structure matrix in their method is a block diagonal (i.e.
most of the elements are zero) and thus this matrix is sparse in this method. Minimizing
a norm of the structure matrix ensures this sparsity. This method is, however, very
sensitive to the noise and in the existence of noise the matrix may have non-zero values.
In such cases the segmentation becomes more difficult for the points in between clusters
in the feature space. Many recent motion segmentation methods have benefited from
3D structures recovered from motion data [59, 60]
2.1.3 Subspace Clustering Methods
Subspace clustering aims to find the minimum number of subspaces with minimum
dimension and segmentation of data on these subspaces. One of the applications of
subspace clustering is motion segmentation. Generally speaking, to solve motion seg-
mentation problems, subspace clustering methods estimate the subspaces generated by
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each motion. In the following section two popular subspace clustering methods will be
discussed.
2.1.3.1 Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
The main idea of PCA is to reduce the dimensionality of a data set consisting of a large
number of interrelated variables, while retaining as much of the variation present in the
data set as possible [61]. PCA is an orthogonal transformation in the data space [62].
Suppose that x is a p dimensional vector then PCA aims to reduce the dimensionality
of x by q(<< p). That is, x can be represented as:
x =
q∑
i=1
αixi
The simplest way to derive the principal components is by calculating the projections
that maximize the variance. The first principal component is the direction in space
along which projections have the largest variance. The second principal component is
the direction that maximizes variance among all directions, orthogonal to the first. The
kth component is the variance-maximizing direction orthogonal to the previous k − 1
components. There are p principal components in all. Thus, the k dimensional approx-
imation xˆ by the first k principal components αi, i = 1, ..., k minimizes the following
objective function for all k:
xˆ =
k∑
i=1
αixi = arg min
x′∈Rk
‖x− x′‖
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) is among the most stable projection algorithms
for solving matrix orthogonal factorization. What SVD does is that it decomposes the
matrix into a space spanned by orthonormal basis. The basis vector for zero singu-
lar values spans the null space of the matrix. The vectors corresponding to the least
singular value represent parameters of the model estimating the matrix. The vectors
corresponding to larger singular values are the projection of the matrix into these basis
and can reconstruct the matrix. In another words, projecting the matrix on to the least
singular vector results in the least errors and on to the largest singular vector makes the
largest errors. In this way many large-singular-value related basis can be used for re-
constructing the signal. Using all non-zero singular values, the matrix will be recreated.
One can obviously try segmentation of the matrix in the direction of each basis, and
reconstruct the segmented data by a linear combination of the basis and the remaining
selected clusters. SVD is a numerically stable and fast solution that is used in the most
common algorithms for PCA. Much research has been done to extend the PCA-SVD
method.
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PCA has been widely used in computer vision, from image compression to the represen-
tation of shape and motion [63][64][65].
It is known that PCA constructs optimal solutions in a least-squares sense [61]. One
of the main drawbacks of PCA methods is that they are not robust and reliable in the
presence of outliers. To overcome this drawback of PCA many modifications of this
method have been developed. De la Torre and Black [66] developed the robust principal
component analysis (RPCA). The novelty of RPCA resides in a robust M-estimation
algorithm that illustrates benefits compared to typical PCA in the presence of strong
outliers in an image. Since PCA minimizes a square function, it cannot handle some
types of data, such as data with binary value. Generalized PCA to the exponential
family provides the ability for it to handle data in a more general form [67].
Besides the effort to improve the performance of PCA methods, there has been enormous
modification of this method for different applications. Briefly, given a set of points
x1, x2, ..., xN the goal of the geometric PCA is to find the subspace S passing through
the data (a subspace with dimension less than that of the original data). PCA tends
to compute the projection directions that maximize the variance. The solution to that
problem would be the left unitary factor of SVD. So the basis that span S is U in:
UΣV T = [x1, x2, ..., xN ] ∈ RK×N where dim(S) = rank(U)
In the following section the Generalized Principal Component Analysis (GPCA), which
is one the recent modifications of PCA, will be explained. GPCA solves the problem of
an unknown number of subspaces of unknown and varying dimensions using algebraic
methods [30].
2.1.3.2 Generalized Principal Component Analysis (GPCA)
Generally, data segmentation methods can be divided into two groups. Discriminative
methods tend to learn the boundaries between different clusters (e.g. support vector
machines). In contrast, generative methods focus on finding a mixture of models that fit
the data with low error. When the dimensionality of the data are high a method such as
PCA reduces the dimension and this could ease the process of segmentation. The idea
behind dimension reduction is to find the intrinsic dimension of the data and reduce the
dimension of data [68].
Prior to GPCA there has been extensive research on clustering. K-subspace [69] and
RANSAC-based subspace selection [70] are all iterative algorithms for clustering. Expec-
tation Maximization is used as a probabilistic approach, for example mixture of PPCA
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[71] and Multi-Stage Learning [72]. Although PCA is one of the most successful meth-
ods for fitting single structures (subspace models), estimating a union of multistructural
data using PCA would be a very difficult task.
Following the idea of dimension reduction, however, Generalized Principal Component
Analysis (GPCA) was first proposed in [30] to find a general solution for dimension
discovery leading to simplification of data segmentation. The idea was to examine the
possibility of estimating all models simultaneously using all data, considering two facts;
first, that subspaces are unknown and have possible different dimensions and second,
that subspaces may intersect arbitrarily and not only at the origin.
GPCA was introduced as an algebraic algorithm to retrieve a subspace arrangement
and its individual subspaces from a given set of samples. Much research has been done
in this area and several different variations have been proposed [73][74]. Originally,
GPCA algorithms started the algorithms with noise-free samples. Then there were
efforts to generalize the algorithm for samples corrupted with noise and then samples
contaminated by outliers. In the early literature the number of subspaces were also
assumed to be known and later extensions were developed for unknown numbers of
subspaces. GPCA is a fairly complicated algorithm and it has different versions where
samples are noiseless or corrupted with noise or contaminated by outliers and its steps
differ based on these aspects, more details for all version and full understanding of the
concept are provided in the literature [73][30].
A brief description of the ideas underpinning GPCA follows: given a set of points lying
in multiple subspaces, identify:
• The number of subspaces and their dimensions (which is the degree of a polyno-
mial)
• A basis to span each subspace (which is the derivative of the polynomial)
• The segmentation of the data points (which is about polynomial fitting and dif-
ferentiation).
At this stage a paradox arises whereby if we are about to find the subspaces we need an
initial segmentation in order to estimate the parameters of the subspace. Alternatively,
if segments of the data are necessary prior to dimension reduction, that requires an
initial subspaces identification be performed.
As for the initialization of previous methods there are number of examples that can
help. For geometric approaches, two planes in R3 are chosen [75]. To get independent
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subspaces of equal dimension, factorization approaches provide very accurate results [76]
[58] [77].
Applications of GPCA include finding the vanishing point, image compression, segmen-
tation of image based on intensity, texture and motion (2D or 3D). It helps face detection
(Eigenfaces) and has applications in biomedical imaging.
To explain GPCA we start with a simple example. Suppose the data set x1, x2, ..., xN
has either of two values b1 and b2. In this case for some x−b1 = 0 and for some x−b2 = 0;
therefore (x− b1)(x− b2) = 0. This can be written as: x2 − (b1 + b2)x+ b1b2 = 0
which in matrix form is:
[
x2 x 1
]
1
−b1 − b2
b1b2
 = 0 (2.20)
and for all data in the data set we can write:

x21 x
2
2 ... x
2
N
x1 x2 ... xN
1 1 ... 1

T 
1
−b1 + b2
b1b2
 = 0 (2.21)
rewriting the above equation, we have:
P T c = 0 (2.22)
in this equation rank(P ) represents the number of clusters if enough data from each
cluster exist, and it equals to 2 in this example. Increasing the number of clusters to
n we have pn(x) = (x − b1)(x − b2)....(x − bn) and rewriting this equation: pn(x) =
xn + c1x
n−1 + ...+ cn and in matrix form it is
pn(x) =
[
xn xn−1 ... 1
]
c (2.23)
and equation (2.21) in general form will be:
Pnc =

xn1 x
n−1
1 ... 1
xn2 x
n−1
2 ... 1
...
... ...
...
xnN x
n−1
N ... 1
 c = 0 (2.24)
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The problem is as follows, given the data set x1, ..., xN , the calculation of n and c
is needed. If Pn is a full rank matrix then n (number of clusters - subspaces) is the
dimension of it. If the number of points N , is higher than number of subspaces n, the
solution would be unique. If the number of subspaces n, is less than or equal to 4 there
could be a closed mathematical form for the solution, since the polynomial of that degree
could be solved in closed form. The center of each cluster would be a root of Pn. The
initial number of subspaces cannot be infinite and thus a heuristic is necessary for the
initialization process.
Not only is discussion of initialization a problem but another question would be how
to solve this problem for data sets with higher dimensions. For instance, for 2D data
a solution is to provide values for x that have the form of complex values and to write
the Pn as discussed before (e.g. x = u + iv). Finding roots of that matrix is very
complicated; in addition, the method is meaningless for dimensions higher than 2D. A
method is to project the data set on to only two dimensions and, if possible, apply the
same algorithm to reduced new dimensions.
To explain GPCA further, another example from the introductory example given previ-
ously [73] is included. As mentioned earlier, for the sake of simplicity it can be assumed
that samples are noise free in this example.
Suppose that N sample points {Xj}Nj=1 in R3 are drawn from two linear subspaces
S = {s1, s2}. Where s1 is a line s1 = {X : x1 = 0 and x2 = 0} and s2 is a plane,
s2 = {X : x3 = 0}, So,S can be described as
S = {X : (x1 = x2 = 0) ∨ (x3 = 0)} (2.25)
S = {X : (x1x3 = 0) ∧ (x2x3 = 0)}
As mentioned earlier the main idea of GPCA is that any liner subspaces set can be
represented in a polynomial form and the degree of the polynomial would be equal to
the number of subspaces. In this example, a line and a plane are described with two
polynomials of degree two,p1(X) = x1x3 and p2(X) = x2x3. Computing the basis for
each subspace would be the next step in the GPCA algorithm. Derivatives of polynomials
are subspace basis. In this example P (X) = [p1(X), p2(X)] so
DP (X) =

x3 0
0 x3
x1 x2
 (2.26)
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Once the derivatives of the polynomial are available the final step is to replace one point
per subspace to obtain the normal vectors from the derivatives at these points. Since the
samples are noise free, a random data point from samples belongs to one of the subspaces
and a second point in the second subspace can be found by polynomial division. The
original polynomial would be divided by the first subspace and the result will lead to
the points of the second subspace. In this example, for the first data point picked is
X1 = [0, 0, 1] which by replacing in the derivative of P (X) lads to DP (X1) =
[
1 0
0 1
0 0
]
and
this means the first basis are b11 = [1, 0, 0] and b12 = [0, 1, 0] . The polynomial division
provides the second basis b2 = [0, 0, 1]
This two examples presented above outline the idea behind the GPCA algorithms. It is
worth mentioning again that all versions of GPCA algorithms consist of three steps [78].
First, a set of polynomials that vanish on the given data samples is retrieved. Second, the
normal vectors to the subspaces are estimated from the derivatives of these polynomials.
Third, the samples are segmented into their respective subspaces based on the normal
vectors. This algorithm is fairly complicated, especially for noisy or corrupted data.
Since its first publication there has been much research to improve and modify it.
Beside the complexity of this algorithm, the main drawback of GPCA is that it cannot
handle missing tracks, missed data points due to occlusion or poor tracking performance.
2.1.4 Graphical Based Methods
Motion segmentation can be performed using graphical methods based on spectral clus-
tering theory. The obvious fact that the feature points describing a motion lie on a
subspace can be used to formulate similarities between them and form a graph. In such
a graph, each node represents a feature point and similarity of two feature points is
shown by edges between the nodes. In the case that similarity is defined between more
than two points (by using some affinity measure between them), the resultant graphical
model is called a hyper-graph [79]. In such cases, the hyper-graph can be approximated
by a complete graph.
Ideally, nodes on a graph should be partitioned such that similarities between points
inside a cluster are high and similarities between points from different clusters are low.
In the following, the normalized cut will be explained in more detail. The normalized
cut is one of the most famous cuts on graphs.
Suppose that the graph G is defined as G(V,E). V is the nodes of the graph and are
representing each feature point in the images and E is the edges between them. The
vertex degree d, is defined as the number of edges connected to a vertex (node):
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di =
∑
j
wij (2.27)
where wij ∈ E is the weight of the edge between node i and j. The diagonal matrix D
produced by these degrees is called the diffusion matrix of the graph:
D = diag(di) (2.28)
Volume of a cluster A, V ol(A) is the summation of weights of all edges inside that
cluster.
V ol(A) =
∑
i∈A
di (2.29)
The goal is to find a labelling function f , which is defined for each node as follows (the
assumption here is that the graph has two clusters, A and B):
fi =
 1V ol(A) i ∈ A−1
V ol(B) i ∈ B
(2.30)
The aim of normalized cut on a graph is to separate clusters such that the sum of
weights of edges inside each cluster is high and the sum of weights of the cut edges
between clusters is low. Thus, NCut is defined as follows:
Cut(A,B) =
∑
i∈A,j∈B
wij (2.31)
NCut(A,B) = cut(A,B) ∗ ( 1
V ol(A)
+
1
V ol(B)
) (2.32)
Moreover, every graph can be presented by a matrix, called the similarity (affinity)
matrix W . Assuming N is the number of feature points then the similarity matrix W
would be a symmetric positive semi definite N ×N matrix. Each index of this matrix
is the weight of the edge connecting an associated pair of nodes.
The Laplacian of the similarity matrix, in a quadratic form, describes the coupling
between points:
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fTLf =
∑
i,j∈V
wij(f
2
i − f2j ) (2.33)
where L is the Laplacian of W . In an un-normalized fashion L is defined by : L = D−W .
Shi and Malik [80] performed the normalization of L by D
−1
2 LD
−1
2 . They proposed that
the normalized cut can be written as the following optimization problem:
f∗ = arg min
f
fTLf
fTDf
(2.34)
where f∗ is the labelling function for all the data points. The hard constraint for this
optimization problem is fTD1 = 0. So this is an NP-hard problem, meaning that there
is no polynomial time algorithm that can solve it. If a solution is provided, however,
the closeness to the correct answer can be checked by looking at the distribution of the
weights on the clusters and on the cut [81, 82].
In order to solve the above optimization problem, many relaxations on the labelling
function are proposed in the literature [83, 84]. One of the most famous ones is fTD1 = 1
as proposed by Shi and Malik [80]. This makes the problem formulated above to be
simply an eigenvector problem.
fTD1 = 1⇒
{
(D −W )f = λDf
(D −W )1 = 0
(2.35)
where λ is an eigenvalue. In fact, the eigenvector corresponding to the least non-zero
eigenvalue will give out the spectrum of the embedded subspaces. This simplifies the
solution to clustering and applying a simple method like K-means on it can solve the
problem. It should be noted that a case of two clusters was discussed, for a greater
number of clusters it is only sufficient to take more eigenvectors and perform a multi-
dimensional K-means.
2.1.5 Layer Segmentation Methods
The layer based segmentation approaches divide the image into layers with a uniform
motion. All the pixels of each layer have a smooth motion field and the motion of different
layers are independent from each other. Each layer represents one moving object in the
image sequence. Knowledge of occlusion of moving objects helps in defining a depth
order for these layers.
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The work of Wang and Adelson [85] was among the first research that addressed motion
segmentation by representing image as layered motion. They proposed to estimate
motion layers by dividing the images into regions. In order to provide a list of likely
layer motions, a single affine motion in each region is estimated. In case any region
crosses an object boundary, the motion of that region is eliminated from the list of likely
layer motions. Using K-means clustering, the remaining candidate motions are then
grouped in an affine parameter space. After providing the final layer motions, a binary
support map is determined. The binary support maps defines which image pixels belong
to which layer.
Black and Jepson [86] modeled discontinuities between layers. They proposed to calcu-
late each pixel motion as a small offset to the global motion for the layer.
Kumar et al. [87] proposed to provide layered representation of scene by first finding
coarse moving components between every pair of frames. They used discrete optimizers
for the layer segmentation and affine motion models for each layer. The method gets
very good results but it is highly dependent on the tuning of the parameters in the
algorithm.
Sun et al. [88] tried to solve depth ordering and motion segmentation simultaneously
using a layered approach. Pairwise Markov Random Field (MRF) models are applied
in their method to smooth local motions. They tried to improve the accuracy of their
results, particularly in motion boundary and occlusion regions, by using depth order
information.
The main drawback of layer based approaches are their complexity; additionally, in
most of the layer based motion segmentation algorithms too many parameters have to
be tuned manually.
2.2 Optical Flow Methods
Motion estimation methods can be divided into two main groups dense motion estimation
and sparse motion estimation. Calculating the motion in each pixel is generally called
optical flow. In this section some optical flow methods and algorithms are reviewed.
As mentioned earlier there can be several independently moving objects in a visual scene,
motion segmentation is the process of detecting these different moving objects. The aim
of the motion segmentation is to estimate the motion of each pixel in an image sequence,
including camera motion, which can be translational and rotational. The motion field
of all pixels in an image is called optical flow field. The most common assumption of
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optical flow estimation is brightness constancy constraint. This assumption means that
the intensity of each pixel changes very slowly over time. This means that for all pixels in
an image we have: I(x, y, t) = I(x+δx, y+δy, t+δt). Horn and Schunk first formulated
this constraint [89] as Idt(x, y, t) = 0, which for small motion using the Taylor expansion
and disregarding the higher order terms, can be written as :
Ixu+ Iyv + It = 0 (2.36)
where Ix and Iy are the spatial and It is the temporal derivatives of the image intensity
function I, and u and v are unknown components of the optical flow along x and y axes,
respectively. Although brightness constancy constraint is a very satisfactory assumption
and is usually a very good approximation, it is an ill-posed problem. For every pixel in
the image, there exist two unknowns and one constraint and, consequently, the number of
solutions is unlimited. The well-known aperture problem is the consequence of this issue.
In order to resolve the aperture problem, two main approaches used are smoothness
constraints and local constraints; using smoothness constraint was first proposed by
Horn and Schunk [89].
They defined an energy function that combined the constraint 2.36 with a second
smoothness term. The smoothness term is not a good approximation at discontinues,
so they tried to reduce its influence by adding a weight parameter (λ) to smoothness
constraint. Then they suggested minimizing the energy function to find the optical flow
field by an iterative approach. Their proposed energy function is defined over a domain
Ω as follows: ∫
Ω
(Ixu+ Iyv + It)
2 + λ2(|∇u|2 + |∇v|2)dx (2.37)
In this function, the first term is called the data term. Horn and Schunk’s model still
performs weakly in the discontinues of images and also in the handling of outliers. Several
researchers have tried to make their energy function robust and preserve discontinuities.
For instance, Weickert and Brox [90] replaced the smoothness term with an anisotropic
diffusion function. Nagel and Enkelmann [91] proposed an oriented smoothness function
that performs smoothness along the intensity gradient. Black and Anandan [92] applied
robust estimator to obtain a robust energy function for optical flow estimation. Brox
et al. [93] applied a L1 norm function for both the data and smoothness term. Sun
et al. [94] compared a variety of optical flow estimation techniques and their analysis
showed that applying a median filter to both data and smoothness terms produces a
very significant improvement.
Another approach to overcome the aperture problem is local constraints. Lucas and
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Kanade [95] first proposed to assume that the velocities are constant over a neighbor-
hood around the pixel where flow is estimated. As a result, the component of image
velocities can be estimated for a finite region by solving a set of over-determined linear
equations. They estimated the optical flow by employing the least squares approach,
which minimizes the sum of quadratic deviations. Baker and Matthews [96] provided
an analysis of all methods based on Lucas-Kanade and compared them.
This has been a very short introduction for motion segmentation methods. Motion
segmentation is one of the most studied problems of computer vision and there is a large
literature base for many of its aspects. In the next chapters 2D and 3D optical flow will
be discussed in more detail.
2.3 Uncertainty of Motion Segmentation, and Motion Sep-
arability
Motion segmentation has been one of the most studied problems of computer vision
[20, 26, 27, 73, 88, 94, 97]. The derivation of its confidence measures (error quantification)
[31, 98] have been refined over several decades. The limits of using motion segmentation
knowledge as a primary source of physical perception are yet to be established. More
importantly, where there are at least two motions in a local area, it is currently not
possible to predict how much difference between these motions is required for these
motions to be separable.
For instance, as shown in Figure 2.3, one would need to know how much relative mo-
tion between different objects in this image would be required to reconstruct the scene
geometry using motion information. In this figure, three local areas are highlighted
where two are on one column (having very similar motion) and the other on a different
column. The issue here is to ascertain how much difference in motion between these
objects would be required to distinguish their motions in the given situation.
The issue of finding the limits of detection for near discontinuities in visual data was first
discussed by Stewart [99]. The work focused on range data segmentation and the separa-
bility criteria were only derived for special cases including parallel or crease structures.
The above work was later extended to study the effect of consistency [37] and finite
sample bias [38] of commonly used estimators on the separability of close structures.
However, these works were also limited to the special case of parallel discontinuities
only. Although the optical flow segmentation is a dual problem of the range segmen-
tation discussed by Stewart [99], the underlying structures in motion segmentation are
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Figure 2.3: A frame of the Marbled-Block image sequence where three local areas, two
on one column having the same motion and one on a different column with distinctly
different motions, are highlighted by white rectangles.The main question here is to
predict the least amount of relative motion between the two columns that would make
them definitely separable by their motions.
not limited to parallel structures and the aim here is to develop general analysis that is
independent of the segmentation strategy.
To properly address the separability issue, a precise definition of a structure is needed.
Having defined a structure, establishing the general conditions for the separability of
these structures for cases where nearby structures exist is the next step.
In chapters 3 and 4 the focus is on answering the above question for the two most
similar motions in 2D and 3D images in which their motion estimations are modeled
as an instance of the optical flow problem. In essence, the aim is to find a general
condition for segmentation of motion when the two motions are modeled by optical flow
constraints and formulated as a solution of a linear system of equations. The overall
scope is therefore much broader and includes the ubiquitous problem of confirming the
existence of multiple close solutions in a system of linear equations in the presence of
noise and outliers.
2.4 Conclusion
As can be seen from this chapter, data clustering and especially motion segmentation
have been studied for several years. In particular, there are many different ways to
precisely perform data clustering using various mathematical modeling tools. Differ-
ent methods have been proposed and their performance have been refined over several
decades. Some of these methods have been reviewed in this chapter. In particular, the
techniques that address the issues that are raised when segmentation involves separating
multiple structures in the data are of particular interest.
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A strategy is required to examine the limits of all these data clustering methods. A
precise and practical definition for structure in data space is needed to compare different
techniques and to test the relevance of the theoretical results. It is currently not possible
to predict the minimum relative structural difference that would constitute another
structure.
In the following chapters a theoretical framework that provides an answer for the defi-
nition of structure in the data space will be proposed.
Chapter 3
Analytical Analysis of Motion
Separability
3.1 Introduction
Motion segmentation is an important task in computer vision and several practical ap-
proaches have already been developed. A common approach to motion segmentation is
to use the optical flow and formulate the segmentation problem using a linear approxi-
mation of the brightness constancy constraints. Although there are numerous solutions
to solve this problem and their accuracies and reliabilities have been studied, the exact
definition of the segmentation problem, its theoretical feasibility and the conditions for
successful motion segmentation are yet to be derived. This chapter presents a simplified
theoretical framework for the prediction of feasibility of segmentation of a two dimen-
sional linear equation system. A statistical definition of a separable motion (structure)
is presented and a relatively straightforward criterion for predicting the separability of
two different motions in this framework is derived. The applicability of the proposed
criterion for prediction of the existence of multiple motions in practice is examined us-
ing both synthetic and real image sequences. The prescribed separability criterion is
useful in designing computer vision applications as it is solely based on the amount of
relative motion and the scale of measurement noise. In this chapter we will show how
the Gaussian error of data relates to error of pairwise estimates of model parameters
and how to quantify the exact overlap of their distributions. This enables us to identify
the crossover point which is a useful guide for defining a structure. We explain the use
of crossover point in section 3.3-B, after we derive the above relationship.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. The motion separability problem is
formulated in section 3.2. A solution for the prediction problem is presented in section
35
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3.3 followed by the results of usability experiments using both synthetic and real data
presented in section 3.4. Section 3.5 concludes this chapters.
3.2 Problem Formulation: Motion Separability
The current trend in optical flow estimation is to use nonparametric representations.
Those methods (e.g. [20, 26, 27, 88, 94]) often use either variational or discrete op-
timization methods to find solutions that show a degree of smoothness across motion
boundaries by imposing certain regularization terms. These approaches involve tuning
a large number of parameters that their optimum values depend on the structure of a
scene. The analysis of a variety of optical flow estimation techniques has however shown
that “only a small number of key choices produce statistically significant improvements”
in the overall accuracy of those methods [94]. More importantly, the above analysis has
also shown that applying a median filter to intermediate flow values produces the most
significant improvement. This implies that the appropriate separation of different mo-
tions is a key ingredient of the estimation process.
Since our aim here is to quantify the separability of two motions, we need to disentangle
the optical flow estimation from the scene dependant implications of smoothness imposed
implicitly by the nonparametric methods. To achieve this aim, we start the motion
separability analysis by modeling the optical flow problem in its classical form presented
in [32] without imposing an arbitrary smoothness across the motion boundaries. The
local optical flow, without smoothness imposition, is modeled as a solution of a linear
system:
Aν = b+  (3.1)
in which A is a matrix with two columns, each containing the spatial derivatives (Ix and
Iy) in directions of the velocity ν components (u, v), b is a vector of associated temporal
derivatives and  represents the noise [32]. In this set up, if there are two motions, the
above system of equations must be separable into two systems of linear equations and
the separability would be a function of the difference of those motions. Intuitively, if the
difference is very small, compared to the accuracy of estimation, the variations would
be similar to noise and they would not be separable. Otherwise, it should be possible
to separate those sets of equations.
Our aim here is to find the sufficient condition for the separability of two motions and
as such, we use the most parsimonious motion model, constant flow, as it represents the
least accurate (most inseparable) scenario. Models with more parameters (e.g. affine)
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are expected to produce better estimates of motions and therefore their separability
condition is covered by the above model separability condition.
For a local area containing multiple motions, the system of equations (3.1) would con-
tain a number of coherent subsystems which would appear as different clusters of co-
intersecting lines in the (u, v) plane (see Figure 3.1(a)). To formulate the separability
problem, without loss of generality, we can assume that there are only two motions in the
area. The extent of the area is not fixed and the ones considered are the closest motions
and therefore hardest to distinguish from each other. If there are more motions, they
are by definition further apart and would not affect the outcome. In this setting, the
effect of other possible motions would be similar to gross outliers and are not expected
to have a major impact on the separability issue as optical flow calculation methods are
typically robust to the influences of outliers [27].
The motion separability problem, in its abstract form, is now represented by the problem
of predicting the separability of two clusters of co-intersecting lines based on two factors:
the “distance” (the relative motion) between those clusters and the extent of the spread
of constraint lines in each cluster (measurement noise). In its dual space, as shown in
Figure 3.1(b), this problem is equivalent to the separability of two linear structures in a
cloud of 2D points. To the best of our knowledge, currently there is no theory to predict
the separability of those line clusters generally.
A common approach to tackle the above problem, in its dual form, is to use the Hough
Transform [100, 101]. In this approach, the Hough domain is first uniformly quantized
into number of cells and each cell maintains a count of passing lines. The center of
the cell with the largest number of counts is an estimate of the underlying structure
parameters. To detect multiple structures, a threshold is specified and cells with counts
exceeding a threshold are considered as putative structures. This approach has a major
drawback stemming from the fact that the probability density function of the structure
parameters has to be estimated using a discrete histogram as shown in Figure 3.1(f).
As the figure shows, the interpretation of the histogram for the detection of different
motions would heavily depend on the values of manually set thresholds.
To address this issue, Dahyot [101] has proposed a form of statistical kernel modeling for
the Hough transform to estimate a continuous histogram. The proposed approach needs
two pieces of information: the shape of a suitable kernel and the appropriate bandwidth.
The overall approach is able to accurately estimate the parameters by locating the peaks
of the histograms in cases where the structures are distinct. However, the choices of
kernel shape and bandwidth have significant impact on the spread of the final pdf which
is the key information for the separability analysis. As such, kernel density estimation
appears not to be an appropriate tool for separability prediction.
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Figure 3.1: (a) Geometric representation of a 2D system of linear equations with
two solutions. (b) The dual representation of the same system of linear equations in
parameter space. In absence of an exact definition for a data structure, the underlying
structures of these two figures can be visually interpreted in many different ways. (c)
and (d) An interpretation of the above figures visualized based on linear models and
added Gaussian noise. (e) Intersections of all the lines shown in (a) and (c) where blue
and red markers represent the intersections of blue and red lines with themselves. (f)
Histogram of putative solutions in the Hough space.
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To overcome the above problems, we propose to use a discrete part of the parameter
space spanned by the exhaustive sampling of possible intersections as partly shown in
Figure 3.1(e). To devise the separability condition for the optic flow problem, we derive
the probability distribution of those samples as well as providing a practical definition
for a structure (motion) in the space of those samples. The combination of these two
pieces of information enables us to quantify the least amount of relative motion that
would be separable for a given set of data. We will then show that those derivations are
useful for predicting separability in practical situations.
3.3 Separability Prediction
An important aspect of replacing clusters of lines with all their intersection points (us-
ing existing parameter space discretization) is that the process changes the nature of
the problem from finding the solution of an overdetermined system of linear equations
(with multiple solutions) to a much simpler position estimation problem with multi-
ple clusters. In the position estimation problem, the prediction of separability is fairly
straight forward and the only information it requires is the definition of a cluster and
the distributions of data points (line intersections).
Our practical intuition for solving this problem comes from our experiments with a
variety of gray scale and color images commonly used for optical flow evaluations [2,
102]. We observed that in all of these images, the ratio of spatial derivatives of image
intensity function (ratios of Ix and Iy for different pixels), to a large degree, is uniformly
distributed over a fairly broad range of values. To provide some evidence, examples of
the distribution of the ratios of the spatial derivatives of different image sequences in
the Middlebury dataset are shown in figure 3.2.
Although there might be small patches in some specific images in which the texture has a
dominant direction (e.g. parallel strips), overall the commonly experienced textures have
derivatives in all directions and very little can be generalized about the ratio of those
derivatives. In fact, from an information point of view, assuming a uniform distribution is
the least restrictive assumption one can make about the characteristics of those textures.
To establish the separability condition for linear structures (e.g. motions modeled by
optical flow), we first replace all lines with their pairwise intersection points and then
derive the probability distribution of those points by assuming that the ratio of spatial
derivatives is uniformly distributed. The system of equation (3.1) is then replaced by
a cluster of N =
(
n
2
)
points and the problem of finding the best solution to the above
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Figure 3.2: Normalized histogram of a = Ix/Iy for a number of image sequences
commonly used in optical flow evaluations including: (a)Rubberwhale (Middlebury)
(b)Grove2(Middlebury) (c)Marbled Block [2]
system based on a measure of goodness (e.g. Least Squares) is transformed to an instance
of a well-known position estimation problem.
3.3.1 Error distribution
To derive the distribution of the intersections points (for an equation system with one
solution), we denote the true velocity by vˆ, the distance between a point and the true
velocity by r and the probability density function by f(r). This distance represents
the error in the direction that the motion separability is examined in. If one of the
components of the two motions is separable, then those motions will also be separable. In
our derivations, we perform the calculations for an arbitrary direction and the rationale is
that the separability is always tested in a particular direction. For instance, if the optical
flow calculation is used to monitor highway traffic, the separability of horizontal velocities
of different vehicles is of interest to the system designer. The differences of velocities in
other directions (e.g. vertical in this case) is of no significance. The design parameter for
this system is the scale of measurement noise for one vehicle in that particular direction
and it depends on many factors including the quality of cameras, vehicles textures and
visibility conditions. The above design parameter (scale of measurement noise) captures
the overall effect of those factors.
It is important to note that for the sake of simplicity, we model the flow calculation and
its errors in the classical regression framework rather than the more accurate geometric
modeling framework [29, 103]. This simplification is justified because the regression
model for optical flow calculations is almost as accurate as the geometric model as long
as the optical flow constraints are not parallel (or near parallel) to the vertical axis [21].
Although values of the ratio of spatial partial derivatives of image intensity function
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(ratios of Ix and Iy for different pixels) are between plus and minus infinity, values
between plus and minus one span half the velocity space. In this half space, the lines
are away from the vertical direction and the classical regression modeling is accurate.
We conduct our calculations for the above interval and later extend those to the whole
velocity space.
To develop a solution to the above separability problem, we first introduce and prove
a proposition regarding the distribution of pairwise samples. We then use the result to
define structure and devise a separability criterion. Suppose that (a1, b1),...,(an, bn) are
independent identically distributed random observations drawn from the model
v = aiu+ bi + ei. (3.2)
where:
(i) e is normally distributed with zero mean and known variance σ2 1
(ii) a is uniformly distributed.
proposition Under assumptions (i) and (ii), the estimation error r (difference between
the estimated value v and the real value vˆ) has the following distribution:
fr(r) =
σ
2
√
2pir2
(1− e− 2r
2
σ2 ). (3.3)
proof Using (3.2), the coordinates of the intersection of lines i and j are:
vk = bi + ei + ai
bj − bi
ai − aj + ai
ej − ei
ai − aj (3.4)
and the estimation error for the kth point (which is the intersection of i and j lines) can
be written as:
rk = vk − vˆ = ej 1
1− ajai
+ ei
1
1− aiaj
. (3.5)
It is important to note that values of ai denote the slope of linear equations and values
between ±1 represent constraints that cover half the space between v = u and v =
−u. Since the estimation error is not a function of the chosen coordinate system, the
distribution of error should also be the same in the other half of space. We use this fact
1Although noise of different optical flow constraints are likely to be correlated, this assumption
simplifies the modeling (of an otherwise intractable problem) while its computational bias is shown to
be relatively small [94, 104]. Our definition of a structure, provided later, is inherently robust to influence
of large perturbations and would not include samples that might have been generated by degenerate
constraints. Our experiments with both synthetic and real images have also shown that this assumption
does not generate significant bias in the final results.
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and simplify the derivations by first finding the distribution where a ∼ U(−1, 1). The
estimation error distribution for other values of a will be identical.
To derive the distribution of the r, we denote:
αk =
1
1− ai
aj
βk = 1− aiaj
(3.6)
and first find the distribution of β. The distribution of α is then calculated as the inverse
of β.
If the probability density function of a random variable X is denoted by fX(x), the
probability density function of Y = g(X) is as follows [105]:
fY (y) = | d
dy
(g−1(y))|fX(g−1(y)). (3.7)
Using the above equation, the relationship between distributions of α and β can now be
written as:
fα(α) =
1
α2
fβ(
1
α
). (3.8)
And since a is assumed to have uniform distribution a ∼ U(−1, 1) (i.e. half the space),
the probability density function of β can be calculated as:
fβ(β) =

1
4 if 0 ≤ β ≤ 2,
1
4(1−β)2 if
{
β < 0
β > 2
.
(3.9)
Substituting in (3.8),we have:
fα(α) =
{
1
4α2
if α ≥ 12 ,
1
4(α−1)2 if α <
1
2 .
(3.10)
To calculate the pdf of different terms in equation (3.5), we note that the probability
density function of the product of two independent random variables X and Y (Z = XY )
is as follows [105]:
fZ(z) =
∫ ∞
−∞
1
|x|fX(x)fY (
z
x
) dx. (3.11)
Rewriting (3.5), we have:
rk = eiαi + ej(1− αi) (3.12)
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and the probability density function of ρ = eα can be written by using (3.11), as:
fρ(ρ) =
∫ ∞
−∞
1
|α|
1√
2piσ2
e−
ρ2
2α2σ2 fα(α) dα. (3.13)
Substituting (3.10) in (3.13), we have:
fρ(ρ) =
∫ 1
2
−∞
1
|α|
1
4(α− 1)2
1√
2piσ2
e−
ρ2
2α2σ2 dα
+
∫ ∞
1
2
1
α
1
4(α)2
1√
2piσ2
e−
ρ2
2α2σ2 dα. (3.14)
The integrand of the second integral is continuous in its domain and the integration
result is as follows:∫ ∞
1
2
1
α
1
4(α)2
1√
2piσ2
e−
ρ2
2α2σ2 dα =
σ
4
√
2piρ2
(1− e− 2ρ
2
σ2 ). (3.15)
The first integral however has a discontinuity at zero and is generally intractable.
Nonetheless, we have found a neat approximation to solve this integration problem.
To outline our solution, we first denote the integrand by:
g(α, ρ) =
1
|α|
1
4(α− 1)2
1√
2piσ2
e−
ρ2
2α2σ2 (3.16)
and note that the Dirac delta function can be written as:
δ(x) = lim
→0+
1
2
√
pi
e−
x2
4 . (3.17)
Combining (3.17) and (3.16), we have:
lim
α→0
g(α, ρ) =
1√
2σ
δ(
√
2ρ
σ
). (3.18)
We also note that, as it is shown in Figure 3.3, g(α, ρ) is almost zero everywhere ex-
cept around the origin. Inspired by this and equation (3.18), we approximate this two
dimensional discontinuity by a multiplication of two delta functions in every dimension.
We later show that this is a very accurate approximation in terms of the total sum of
probabilities. Consequently, we assume:
g(α, ρ) ≈
{
1√
2σ
δ(
√
2ρ
σ )δ(α) if α→ 0, ρ→ 0,
0 O.W.
(3.19)
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Figure 3.3: The shape of the integrand of the first integral in equation (3.14) for
σ2 = 1.
and the result of the first integral in (3.14) can now be calculated as:
∫ 1
2
−∞
g(α, ρ) dα =
∫ 1
2
−∞
1√
2σ
δ(
√
2ρ
σ
)δ(α) dα =
1√
2σ
δ(
√
2ρ
σ
). (3.20)
To show that the above approximation is accurate in terms of the total probabilities, we
first note that the sum of probabilities associated with the second integral in equation
(3.14), which was calculated exactly, is 12 since:∫ ∞
−∞
σ
4
√
2piρ2
(1− e− 2ρ
2
σ2 ) dρ =
1
2
. (3.21)
Therefore, the sum of probabilities associated with the first integral in (3.14) must also
be 12 . Importantly, the above approximation satisfies this requirement as shown below.
∫ ∞
−∞
1√
2σ
δ(
√
2ρ
σ
) dρ =
1
2
(3.22)
Having calculated both integrals of equation (3.14), the probability density function of
ρ = eα can be written as:
fρ(ρ) =
1√
2σ
δ(
√
2ρ
σ
) +
σ
4
√
2piρ2
(1− e− 2ρ
2
σ2 ). (3.23)
To find the distribution of all residuals (3.12), using the law of total probability, we
write:
fρ(ρ) =
1
2
fρ(ρ|α > 1
2
) +
1
2
fρ(ρ|α < 1
2
) (3.24)
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and by defining ρ1 and ρ2 to be:
ρ =
{
ρ1 if α >
1
2
ρ2 if α <
1
2
(3.25)
we can rewrite (3.24) as:
fρ(ρ) =
1
2
fρ1(ρ1) +
1
2
fρ2(ρ2) (3.26)
and comparing this with (3.14), we have:
fρ1(ρ1) =
σ
2
√
2piρ21
(1− e−
2ρ21
σ2 ) (3.27)
fρ2(ρ2) =
2√
2σ
δ(
√
2ρ2
σ
). (3.28)
To derive the pdf of estimation errors r given by (3.12), using the law of total probability,
we can write:
fr(r) = fr(eiαi + ej(1− αi))
=
1
2
fr(eiαi + ej(1− αi)|αi > 1
2
)
+
1
2
fr(eiαi + ej(1− αi)|αi < 1
2
). (3.29)
Equation (3.10) shows that α and (1 − α) have the same distribution and (1 − α) is
greater than 12 when α <
1
2 . Using definition (3.25), the above equation can then be
rewritten as:
fr(r) =
1
2
fr(ρ1 + ρ2) +
1
2
fr(ρ2 + ρ1) = f(ρ1 + ρ2). (3.30)
We note that since ρ values are independent and identically distributed (iid) random
variables, ρ1 and ρ2 can also be considered iid random variables. Therefore, the distri-
bution of the r is the convolution of the two distributions given by equations (3.27) and
(3.28).
fr(r) = fρ1 ∗ fρ2 =
2√
2σ
δ(
√
2r
σ
) ∗ σ
2
√
2pir2
(1− e− 2r
2
σ2 ) (3.31)
fr(r) =
σ
2
√
2pir2
(1− e− 2r
2
σ2 ) (3.32)
This concludes the proof. 
The numerically simulated overall errors and the shape of the above theoretical dis-
tribution are plotted in Figure 3.4. This figure shows the high accuracy of the above
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Figure 3.4: Comparison of theoretically derived (3.31) and numerically simulated
error pdf for σe = 0.1.
derivation in predicting the shape of errors distribution.
Using proposition 3.3.1, we can model optical flow calculation as (3.2) where ai =
−Ixi/Iyi is the slope and bi = −Iti/Iyi is the vertical intercept of the ith linear equation
and, v, u are the image velocities. Thus, the estimation error of velocity can be calculated
as (3.32).
3.3.2 Definition of a structure
Definition of a structure is a cornerstone of any data segmentation solution. In classical
statistics, the definition of a structure is simpler than computer vision domain as the
data is assumed to have only one structure and the structure always has the majority
of data [106]. In that context, a structure in data space is defined as a majority of
data satisfying: |r| < Tσ in which r is a measure of the goodness for a data point, T
is a constant (normally set between 2 to 3 based on the desired significance level of the
Gaussian distribution) and σ is an estimate of the scale of measurement noise.
The above represents a circular definition as the r in the data space, is measured using
some attributes of the structure that it is being defined. To bypass this issue, as shown in
Figure 3.5(a), the estimation and segmentation is commonly conducted using random or
guided sampling [14] and a good (in a statistical sense) sample is used in place of the true
model. As it was mentioned earlier, this complicates the analysis of separability as the
segmentation results would depend on the method by which the problem is solved. For
instance, in the Hough Space segmentation, the definition of a structure and accuracy of
segmentation outcomes would depend on the used histogram bandwidth for which the
appropriate value is not known a priori.
To address the above issue our analysis, as shown in Figure 3.5(b), is conducted in the
space of all pairwise samples. Our earlier derivation of the probability distribution of
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Figure 3.5: (a) The block diagram of a typical parametric segmentation solution. (b)
The block diagram for the proposed analysis of the segmentation problem.
those samples enables the development a simple definition for a structure in this space.
This definition is the key to solving the separability problem. To develop a unique
(non-circular) definition, we use two basic principles that broadly define a cluster in any
space.
The first principle guiding our definition is that a structure should be represented by
the largest possible set of samples to include all the attributes of the modeled quantity.
Also, any putative structure must include more than half of the overall samples to ensure
the uniqueness of the definition for a given set of samples.
The second principle guiding our definition is that the probability of a given amount
of error for a structure in the sample space should be less than the probability of the
measurement noise for the same error value. This means that any data should always
be more probable given the true model than any other model (sample).
To demonstrate the application of the above principles for defining a structure, we first
find the crossover points by equating the derived error pdf (3.32) with the Gaussian
function representing the measurement noise distribution. The result shows that error
probabilities of samples up to 2.1 times the measurement noise scale is smaller than the
measurement noise probabilities (f(r) < f(e)) for all measurement noise scales. This
fact, for the case of σe = 1, is demonstrated by plotting those functions in Figure 3.6.
Furthermore, the sample size of the above group (with |r| < 2.1σe) is significantly larger
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than half. Exact values of the sample size and its variance up to crossover points are
calculated here.
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Figure 3.6: The shape of the theoretically distributed f(r) and normal distribution
for σe = 1.
σ2r =
∫ 2.1σe
−2.1σe
r2fr(r). dr = 0.6σ
2
e (3.33)
SampleSize =
∫ 2.1σe
−2.1σe
fr(r). dr ≈ 81%. (3.34)
The above calculations show that a very large majority (above 80%) of samples provide
a precise representation of the underlying structure. Also, this definition is in-line to its
traditional counterpart in the data space as we have (from (3.33)): |r| < (2.1/√0.6)σr
or simply |r| < 2.7σr.
A structure in sample space is then formally defined as a cluster of at least half the sam-
ples where all of its samples satisfy: |r| < 2.1σe. It is important to note that the above
definition includes a large number of samples (more than half of the 2−combination of
all samples which is significantly larger than the number of observations) and by defini-
tion is robust to influence of outliers [37, 38]. Also, the definition is independent of the
distribution of samples and only depends on the scale of measurement noise (a design
parameter) in the data space.
3.3.3 Segmentation feasibility
Having derived the probability density function of error samples and provided a practical
definition of a structure in the sample space, we can now examine the feasibility of
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the segmentation of the system of linear equations representing optical flows in two
coherent systems by a simple cluster analysis. The separability of two systems of linear
equations with close solutions can now be examined by considering the separability of
the sample distributions. We note that two structures, as defined earlier, are separable
if the distance between their means is at least 2.1(σ1 + σ2) where σ1 and σ2 are the
standard deviations of their associated measurement noise, respectively.
This statement is simply explained by looking at its contradiction. If we assume that the
means of the distributions are already known, it would still not be possible to segment
the data cleanly unless the two distributions have no overlap. This implies that the
distance between two means has to be at least equal to sum of the extent of those
distributions. This presents a sufficient condition for the separability which is able to
predict the motion separability using only the amount of relative motion and the scale of
noise in the measurement data. It is important to note here that the condition explicitly
assumes that there are two distinct motions and in contrast to[32] (and subsequent works
that followed this), the flow is not assumed to be varying smoothly.
3.4 Applications
To examine the usability of proposed theory for motion separability prediction, results
of several experiments on standard video sequences for optical flow analysis are dis-
cussed. First, a set of controlled experiments using synthetically generated texture were
conducted to simulate the separability of similar motions. Both the amount of relative
motion and scale of measurement noise were changed in those simulations and the effect
of those on the separability of existing motions were analyzed. Then, the application
of the proposed theory for prediction of different motions in various video sequences
(e.g. from Middlebury) with multiple motions were examined. The result shows that
the proposed criterion is capable of predicting the separability of the motion of different
objects.
Calculation of image derivatives is an important aspect of optical flow calculation and
there are different ways to ensure that image derivatives are not affected by noise and
aliasing [107]. Our experiments however showed that although using multi-resolution
or relatively sophisticated image interpolation techniques (similar to ones used in [94])
improve the appearance of final results, the conclusions remained unchanged. Conse-
quently, and for the sake of simplicity, spatial and temporal derivatives in our exper-
iments were all calculated using convolution with Gaussian filters with the standard
deviation of 1 to 2 pixels in all directions.
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Figure 3.7: A frame of synthetic image sequence.
3.4.1 Simulations
The usability of the proposed theory for motion separability predictions is examined here
using a sinusoidal synthetic image sequence [21]. The texture of the image sequence
is generated by the superposition of two sinusoidal moving plane waves. The central
square of the image is stationary while the surrounding pixels are manipulated to exhibit
different constant velocities. Figure 3.7 demonstrates a sample frame of the image
sequence and highlights (by white rectangles) locations of two patches of size 20× 20 on
both moving and stationary parts. In this simulation, the scale of noise for both patches
are the same and therefore the separability condition is: (v1 − v2) > 2× 2.1σe.
To simulate the effect of noise on the separability predictions, the optical flow constraints
for the previously mentioned areas were perturbed by additive Gaussian noise.
In the first simulation, the normalized histogram of all samples for both patches contain-
ing two motions for different scales of added noise are shown in Figure 3.8 (a)-(c). Using
the above separability condition: (v1 − v2) > 4.2σe, we would predict that when σe is
less then 0.24, the above motions are separable. To show the validity of this prediction,
the normalized histograms for values less, at and above 0.24 are shown. Those figures
show that for σe < 0.24, two motions are clearly separable.
In the second simulation, the result of changing the relative velocity for a given amount
of noise (σe = 0.1) is examined. The normalized histogram for velocities less than, at
and greater than the predicted values are also shown in Figure 3.8(d)-(f). These figures
again show that as long as (v1 − v2) > 0.42 then the two motions are separable.
3.4.2 Real image experiments
As for real data usability, at the beginning, we raised the question of how to predict the
least amount of required relative motion between different objects in the Marbled Block
sequence (shown in figure 2.3) that would make those separable. The proposed theory is
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Figure 3.8: Demonstration of the usefulness of the theoretical separability predictions
of two motions having different values of relative motions and noise scales. The distri-
butions of residuals for the combined patches shown in figure 3.7 for v1 − v2 = 1 and
different noise scales including: (a) σe = 0.14 (separable) (b) σe = 0.24 (critical) and (c)
σe = 0.45 (inseparable) as well as different relative velocities for σe = 0.1 including (d)
v1−v2 = 0.7 (separable) (e) v1−v2 = 0.42 (critical) and (f) v1−v2 = 0.2 (inseparable).
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Figure 3.9: (a) and (b) The theoretical (dashed) distributions of residuals for figure
2.3.
now able to predict the separability of different objects using their motion information.
Considering the scale of noise for calculation of local optical flow in this sequence is
measured to be around 0.35 pixels/frame, the proposed separability condition, (v1−v2) >
2.1(σ1 +σ2), predicts that if the relative motion is greater than 2.1×2×0.35 = 1.5, those
motions are separable. In figure 2.3 the relative motion between the two highlighted
areas that are located on two different columns is around v1 − v2 = 2.1− 0.5 = 1.6 and
therefore we expect those to be separable. Both the theoretical and actual distributions
of the flow samples for the combined data are shown in figure 3.9(a). In contrast, the
maximum relative motion of the areas on one column is around v1−v2 = 2.1−1.8 = 0.3
and since it is less than the above separability threshold, those motions are expected to
be inseparable. Again, the theoretical and actual distributions of the flow samples for
the combined data of the two highlighted areas on a single column are shown in figure
3.9(b).
To demonstrate the application of the proposed separability prediction criterion, the
separability of different moving objects in a number of image sequences that are com-
monly used for motion analysis including four from the Middlebury [102] (called Ur-
ban2, Mequon, Grove2 and RubberWhale) benchmark were examined. In all of those
sequences, three patches on two different moving objects were chosen and those are high-
lighted in part (a) of figures 3.10-3.13. Patches that are on one object and have very
similar motions are not expected to be separable. However, the other patch which is on
a different object and has sufficiently different motion is expected to be separable from
either of those patches. For each image sequence, both the measured and analytical
error probability distributions for two different patches of two different objects (shown
in part (b) and (c) of figures 3.10-3.13) as well as distributions of the joint patches of the
same and different objects (shown in part (d) and (e) of figures 3.10-3.13) were plotted.
Those plots show that the analytically derived probability for different patches are close
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to their real values. The numerical results of the above experiments in terms of relative
motion between different patches, average scale of noise for the image sequence and the
separability verdict of pairs of patches are provided in table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Numerical results of real image experiments and separability predictions
between different patches (X indicates separability,× otherwise)
Sequence v1 − v2 v1 − v3 σe 1
 2 1
 3
RubberWhale 0.8 0.2 0.15 X ×
Mequon 3.5 0.4 0.8 X ×
Urban2 1.1 0.1 0.41 X ×
Grove2 1.5 0.2 0.26 X ×
The validity of the above predictions provides evidence that the proposed theory is able
to correctly predict the separability of motion for real world applications.
3.5 Conclusion
A new theoretical framework to predict the feasibility of optical flow segmentation is
presented. The framework enables the theoretical derivation of the optical flow esti-
mation error probability density function as well as a practical definition for a visual
structure based on its motion. The combination of these two elements are used to de-
velop a segmentation feasibility criterion that can predict the separability of multiple
motions. Applications of the theoretical results for the prediction of the separability of
multiple motions were examined using both synthetic and real image sequences. The
result illustrates that the proposed criterion is able to correctly predict the separability
in those cases.
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Figure 3.10: (a) A sample frame of the Urban2 image sequence. (b) and (c) Theo-
retical (dashed) and measured (solid) pdf of r for two different patches on two different
objects highlighted by white rectangles on the sample frame. (d) and (e) Joint pdf of
r values for two patches: (d) of two different objects and (e) of the same object.
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Figure 3.11: (a) A sample frame of the Mequon image sequence. (b) and (c) Theo-
retical (dashed) and measured (solid) pdf of r for two different patches on two different
objects highlighted by white rectangles on the sample frame. (d) and (e) Joint pdf of
r values for two patches: (d) of two different objects and (e) of the same object.
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Figure 3.12: (a) A sample frame of the Grove2 image sequence. (b) and (c) Theoret-
ical (dashed) and measured (solid) pdf of r for two different patches on two different
objects highlighted by white rectangles on the sample frame. (d) and (e) Joint pdf of
r values for two patches: (d) of two different objects and (e) of the same object.
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Figure 3.13: (a) A sample frame of the RubberWhale image sequence. (b) and (c)
Theoretical (dashed) and measured (solid) pdf of r for two different patches on two
different objects highlighted by white rectangles on the sample frame. (d) and (e) Joint
pdf of r values for two patches: (d) of two different objects and (e) of the same object.
Chapter 4
Statistical Analysis of 3D Optical
Flow Separability in Volumetric
Images
4.1 Introduction
Motion analysis of dynamic body organs using volumetric images is of increasing interest
in a variety of computer vision applications. Unlike 3D optical flow [108], the estimation
of 2D optical flow from video images has been studied for many decades [109] and the
underlying principles and theoretical and practical limits of those methods have been
thoroughly explored (e.g. see [98][94][35] for detailed discussions). The related motion
segmentation problem has also received substantial attention for a variety of applications
[110][19]. The calculation, use and analysis of 3D optical flow in volumetric images are
however newer and its use is somewhat confined to non-rigid image registration [111][112]
and disease diagnostic and monitoring (e.g. to localize pathology in dynamic images of
the heart [113]). Theoretical differences between the 2D and 3D optical flow problems
and consequences of those differences in terms of both estimation and segmentation of
3D optical flow in volumetric images are yet to be explored.
On the surface, the 3D optical flow constraint (IxU+IyV +IzW+It = 0) [114] appears to
be a straightforward extension of its well-known 2D counterpart (Ixu+Iyv+It = 0) [109].
However, the interpretation of optical flow in volumetric images is fundamentally dif-
ferent from the 2D case and therefore, the analysis presented in [35] would not apply
the optical flow of volumetric images. To explain those differences, similar to [115],
we consider a contrived example in which a moving object is viewed by both a camera
and a 3D volumetric imaging device (e.g. CT scanner) as shown in Figure 4.1. The
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volumetric imaging system coordinates are denoted by (X,Y, Z) and the image plane
coordinates are denoted by (x, y). For a point on the surface of the viewed object that
moves along a 3D path, its 3D velocity observed by the volumetric imaging system is
(U, V,W ) = (X˙, Y˙ , Z˙). As the point moves along the 3D path, its projection on the
image plane moves along a 2D path (the projection of the 3D path on the image plane)
with 2D velocity (u, v) = (x˙, y˙). Using a pinhole camera model, the 2D path on the
image plane is given by x = f XZ , y = f
Y
Z , where f denotes the focal length. Therefore,
the relationship between 2D and 3D velocities (optical flows) in this scenario is:
u = f(U/Z −WX/Z2) (4.1)
v = f(V/Z −WY/Z2).
The above equation shows a highly nonlinear relationship between 2D and 3D optical
flows of a moving point. Considering the fact that, in contrast to the 2D case, the
3D optical flow is a direct measurement of 3D motion using objects’ density patterns
(no 3D to 2D projection is involved), we argue that the 3D optical flow calculation is
a fundamentally different problem compared to its 2D counterpart. In particular, the
limits separability of the 3D optical flow for different motions in volumetric imaging are
different from those limits in 2D images.
Camera 
Image 
Volumetric 
Image 
Y 
Z 
X 
x
y
Figure 4.1: Observation of a moving point with two different imaging systems: A
video camera and a 3D volumetric scanner.
This chapter builds upon our earlier work [115] by focusing on the feasibility of detection
of relatively small local differences in motion within volumetric (CT) images using 3D
optical flow. The current chapter fully investigates the theoretical properties of the
proposed separability analysis, includes a statistical definition for local motion using a
novel noise model and presents new experimental results using real 4D CT images. The
use of difference images of registered sequential scans for disease monitoring has already
been proposed [6]. However, since registered images still exhibit significant misalignment
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in local regions, those studies are restricted to use only order-less difference measures.
By design, these methods discard the remaining motion information and solely rely on
the information conveyed by shift invariant intensity patterns. In contrast, motion-
based methods explicitly model the existing misalignment as local motions and use the
variation in motion as cues for registration [111] and the existence of an underlying
cause [113].
Motion-based detection is based on a conjecture that healthy and changed tissues in a
dynamic organ would have different motions at a local scale. This suggests that the
existence of an anomaly (away from anatomical borders) can be detected by finding
more than one “identifiable” motion in a local area. This work is an attempt to provide
a theoretical analysis of the limits of motion segmentation in volumetric images and
addresses the important question of the smallest level of difference in two motions that
can be detected by 3D optical flow, with a given level of confidence.
An “identifiable” motion in visual motion analysis literature refers to a motion that has
some local spatial extent beyond just a few measurement points. To formulate this, we
assume that the notion of locality here mandates that the spatial variation of motion in
a local region should have a rapidly decreasing (e.g. a truncated Gaussian) distribution.
We note that with any probability distribution with infinite tails, there will always be
a finite probability of misclassified data no matter what the separation. In many image
processing applications including the one outlined here, the notion of separability is
of particular interest irrespective of the fact that the deciding line for separability is
always going to be somewhat arbitrary and dependent on what the application would
tolerate [116][117]. This chapter makes an important contribution by proposing a simple
yet meaningful criterion for separability of two motions and shows that in principle, it
can be effectively used to answer the above question.
4.2 Problem Formulation
Our aim is to establish how little variation in two motions are separable in a volumetric
image sequence. To answer this question, we focus on the separability of local variations
of motion by analysing the optical flow estimation as a ubiquitous motion estimation
process in 3D imaging, and generate a mathematical model of its accuracy for this type
of data. The optical flow constraint in 3D is generally written as [114][118]:
IxU + IyV + IzW + It = 0 (4.2)
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where Ix, Iy and Iz are the spatial and It is the temporal derivatives of the image
brightness function I, and U , V and W are unknown components of the local flow along
X, Y and Z axes respectively [114][118]. This constraint implies that for every voxel,
there is only one equation with three unknowns, and therefore, it is not possible to solve
this without adding extra assumptions in the form of smoothing or regularization.
Our focus here is on the feasibility of detecting a change of motion in a local area where
the velocities are assumed constant. The rationale behind this assumption is that it leads
to the least number of parameters and the most rigid model. The parsimony of model
parameters simplifies the analysis while its rigidity leads to finding the desired limit of
separability. In practice, the velocity would not be exactly constant even in small areas
and therefore more flexible models would produce better estimates and lower separability
limits. The separability criteria derived here are sufficient conditions, and in presence
of improved estimation accuracies and lower separability limits, those would still be
valid. Consider a normal (healthy) tissue or area and a changed (diseased) tissue or
area. All the voxels in each area are assumed to undergo the same motion, denoted by
constant velocities (U1, V1,W1) in normal tissue and (U2, V2,W2) in the changed tissue.
The optical flow equations are:
IixU1 + I
i
yV1 + I
i
zW1 + I
i
t = 0 voxel i ∈ motion 1
IjxU2 + I
j
yV2 + I
j
zW2 + I
j
t = 0. voxel j ∈ motion 2
(4.3)
The difference between the velocities of normal and changed tissues is the only cue
used to discriminate between them. Thus, the problem of detection of a changed tissue
lends itself to solving the problem of segmenting the two motions and their corresponding
voxels. To solve the segmentation problem, two groups of planes in the velocity (U, V,W )
space, should be separated and their parameters estimated. Due to noise, the planes
would not generally intersect at a single point and each group would form a local cluster
in the velocity (parameter) space. The above segmentation problem, as depicted in
Figure 4.2 (a), represents two clusters of planes in the velocity (U, V,W ) space in which
the planes of each group would be intersecting at a common point if there were no
noise. However, due to noise, the planes are not intersecting at a single point and each
group forms a local cluster around that point. Figure 4.2 (b) presents intersections of
combinatorial samples of every three planes shown in (a) where blue and red points
represent the intersections of samples from blue and red planes with themselves only,
and green points represent the intersections of mixtures of blue and red planes.
The focus of this chapter is not on solving the segmentation problem, but on theoretical
limits of separability of the two groups of planes. Such a limit would identify the smallest
size of difference in motion that can possibly be detected.
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Figure 4.2: (a) Depiction of the proposed segmentation problem: two groups of
planes scattering around two different points in the data space. (b) Two clusters of
points scattering around two different points in the parameter (velocity) space where
points are the intersections of samples of three planes.
Due to the duality of points and planes in perspective geometry, this problem is the exact
dual of segmenting a cloud of points in space by fitting hyper planes (range segmentation
problem). Although the theoretical limits of segmentation for parallel structures have
been studied before [36, 119], the above motion segmentation does not involve parallel
structures in its dual space and therefore the existing theories for the segmentation of
parallel planes are not applicable either.
To find the theoretical limits of the above segmentation problem, we propose to use
a transformation that replaces the above problem with a much simpler one having an
approximately same solution. The mathematical definition of this transformation is
provided in the following section.
4.2.1 Transformation Definition
Consider one motion represented by a set of n planes with equations given by (4.2). In
the absence of noise, all the true planes would intersect at one point, the true motion,
denoted by (Uˆ , Vˆ , Wˆ ). In our formulation, the actual (noisy) optical flow constraints
(planes) are denoted by S = {s1, s2, . . . , sn} where si = (ai, bi, ci). The measurement
noise is assumed to be additive zero mean Gaussian noise with variance σ2e :
si : aiU + biV +W = ci + ei ∼ N (0, σ2e). (4.4)
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The overall 3D linear equation system for the plane cluster can be written (in matrix
form) as: Ax = C + E where A = [ai bi 1] is a n × 3 (ai = IxIz and bi =
Iy
Iz
), C = [ci]
(ci =
−It
Iz
) and E = [ei] (Gaussian noise vector) are n× 1 and x> = [U, V,W ] is a 1× 3
matrices. To find the intersection of every three planes, the three associated rows of the
above system of equation are solved together for all the possible combinations. Taking
the residual r to be the difference between vertical components of an intersection point
and the true motion, we have:
rm = Wm − Wˆ = (akbj − ajbk)ei + (aibk − akbi)ej + (ajbi − aibj)ek
aibk − aibj + ajbi − akbi + akbj − ajbk (4.5)
where i,j and k represent the indices of the three chosen rows that intersect at point
(Um, Vm,Wm) and Wˆ is an unknown constant. It is important to note here that the
measure of residuals can be calculated in any direction. However, since in our applica-
tion, the velocity in the vertical direction is of particular interest, the formulation here
is written for the distance in that direction. Extension of our results to other directions
is straightforward.
The proposed transformation is parametrized by a constant τ and takes the plane set
S to a set of nτ points in the velocity space: Q = {q1, q2, . . . , qnτ } where each qm =
(Um, Vm,Wm) is the intersection of a selected three-tuple among the members of the set
S. The transformation output is the residuals of those points as defined by equation
(4.5) (R = {r1, r2, . . . , rnτ } ∼ G(0, σ2r )).
The distribution G of vertical residuals of intersection points Q around their true value
is assumed to be a symmetrical Non-Gaussian, zero mean distribution with standard
deviation σr. The modeling of this distribution by a truncated Cauchy function (G ∼
fCauchy(r), |r| < 2σe), which unlike the Cauchy distribution has determined mean and
variance values, is discussed in section 3.
Using the above notation, the formal definition of the transformation Tτ is as follows.
{s1, s2, . . . , sn|e ∼ N (0, σ2e)} Tτ−→ R = {r1, r2, . . . , rnτ }
or
Tτ (s1, s2, . . . , sn|e ∼ N (0, σ2e)) = {r1, r2, . . . , rnτ } (4.6)
The residuals of intersection points are found in two steps. In the first step, intersection
points of all 3-tuples of all planes are found. Then for each intersection point, three
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residuals are calculated, each representing the algebraic distance between one of the
components of the true velocity and its estimate given by the intersection point.
In the second step, the transformation performs a partitioning to separate the points
that form a cluster around the true velocity [120]. To perform this partitioning, the
squared residuals are sorted in ascending order and the points corresponding to the
smallest nτ squared residuals are selected. The number of points in the cluster, nτ ,
is determined automatically from data as follows. For each sorted squared residual,
r2`:`max , a scale estimate is computed using the first ` order statistics of residuals, i.e.
σˆ` =
√∑`
i=1 r
2
`:`max
/
`. As the sorted squared residuals grow in their index (and size),
their corresponding scale grows as well. nτ is the index of the largest sorted squared
residual that satisfies r2nτ :`max < τ
2σˆ2nτ−1. The number of points in the cluster, nτ , is
determined automatically from data and the constant τ is the transformation parameter
and controls the inclusiveness of the transformation. The rationale behind the above
method of clustering points is that the residuals for each motion are intuitively expected
to be symmetrically distributed around zero (corresponding to the true velocity), noting
that the error terms are normally distributed with zero mean. It is important to note
that even when the number of voxels, n, is not large, the number of residuals given by
`max =
n(n−1)(n−2)
6 is relatively large.
In the next section we analyze some characteristics of the above transformation that are
important for using the transformation to define a structure in the parameter space and
tackle the separability problem.
4.2.2 Transformation Properties
The above transformation exhibits characteristics that are important in our application.
In particular, the transformation is location invariant and, to a large degree, noise scale
invariant. Equation (4.5) does not include the elements of matrix C which illustrates that
the above transformation, for the given problem, is location invariant and changing the
position of planes would not change the behavior of the transformation. From equation
(4.5), we can write:
if Tτ (S|e ∼ N (0, σ2e)) = R ∼ G(0, σ2r )
then Tτ (S|e ∼ N (c, σ2e)) = R ∼ G(c, σ2r ) (4.7)
for any constant c which meets the proof for a location invariance transformation.
Another important property of this transformation for our application is the invariance
propensity of the transformation to the scale of input noise. This would allow the
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results to be generalized for different noise levels. For the transformation Tτ to be scale
invariant, it needs to satisfy the following condition [106]:
if Tτ (S|e ∼ N (0, σ2e)) = R ∼ G(0, σ2r )
then Tτ (S|e ∼ N (0, cσ2e)) = R ∼ G(0, cσ2r ) (4.8)
Although the transformation does not appear to be strictly scale invariant in general,
our simulations show invariance propensity of the transformation under a wide range of
input noise. We have simulated the behavior of the transformation for multiple cases
with the same P but different noise scales σe. The ratio of σr over σe is plotted for
different values of the parameter τ and is shown in Figure 4.3. The plot shows that the
above ratio is not sensitive to the value of σe and only changes with the threshold τ .
Having defined the above transformation that replaces the planes with points, the sep-
arability of planes can then be analyzed by modeling the spread of points as explained
in the following section.
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Figure 4.3: This figure shows the variation of the ratio of σr over σe verses τ for
four different values of σe (vertical lines represent the standard deviation of the average
values over 20 iterations). This shows that the relation between σr and τ is largely
independent of the amount of σe. For each τ parameter value,
σr
σe
is almost constant.
4.3 Separability Analysis
The first step in devising a motion separability criterion is to provide a standalone
definition of motion in that context. In data analysis terminology, a group of data
with some shared characteristics is called a structure. Similarly, in robust regression
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literature, members of a structure are found by identifying all data points that are
closer to the regressor than a constant threshold multiplied by the scale of noise in the
given measurement data [106]. However, this is a circular definition as the measure
of closeness depends on the parameters of the regressor that is yet to be found. A
common approach to resolve this issue is to use random sampling [5]. In this approach,
a chosen sample with high probability of being part of the structure is used to calculate
the parameters of the regressor and performing the segmentation based on the above
definition [14]. This approach does not however suit our analysis because the definition
of the structure and therefore the separability criterion based on that definition would
depend on the behaviour of the method by which the required sample is found.
To find a definition that does not depend on the estimation method, we note that a
structure can also be defined in the parameter space (see figure 4.2) [121]. One way
to develop this definition is to use the aforementioned transformation and define the
motion (structure) in the space of all 3-tuple samples. The difficulty with this approach
is that it requires the knowledge of the shape of the distribution G (introduced earlier).
The derivation of the exact form of G appears to be intractable as the relationship be-
tween residuals and model parameters are complicated (see equation (4.5)). To develop
a model for the probability distribution of residuals (4.5), we observed that every resid-
ual is a ratio of two random variables and we have a conjecture that the distributions of
those ratios would have a Cauchy type distribution shape. The reason for our conjecture
is that the numerator of equation (4.5) is a mixture of some normal components and the
denominator is a sum of a uniformly distributed variables (which is known to asymp-
totically approach a normal distribution). This suggests that since both numerator and
denominator of equation (4.5) are likely to have normal like distributions, their ratios
would have a Cauchy type distribution shape. We extensively tested our conjecture by
simulations and the results showed that although a Cauchy distribution would not be
a very accurate representation of the residual probabilities around their mean, it does
nicely represent the tails of their distributions where it is actually important in making
a decision regarding the extent of a structure (its definition).
A Cauchy distribution is formulated as: fCauchy(r) =
γ
pi(r2+γ2)
. For this distribution to
have the same maximum height as a normal distribution with the standard deviation
of σe, the parameter γ would be: γ =
√
2
piσe. An example of our simulations showing
a comparison between the distributions of the additive noise where σe = 1, residuals
(with uniformly distributed parameters) and its associated Cauchy function is shown
in figure 4.4. The figure supports our conjecture that the Cauchy function is a good
approximation of the residual distributions particularly towards their tails.
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Figure 4.4: Distribution of residuals (red) in comparison with the distribution of
normal noise (blue) and Cauchy (green) for σe = 1.
4.3.1 Definition of a structure
Similar to [121], we use an intuitive postulate to define a structure for volumetric motion
separability analysis using 3D optical flow. The postulate is as follows: The structure
should include the largest set of samples (3-tuples) that are less probable than noise at
a given deviation. To explain the idea behind this, we note that noise is measured with
respect to the true model and every sample (3-tuple) represents a putative model. At a
given deviation, probability density of being a member of the structure with respect to
the true model should be greater than any other model (including ones represented by 3-
tuples). The uniqueness requirement mandates that any structure must be represented
by at least one more than half of its samples. It is important to note here that the
definition only uses the associated probability densities to define a structure and does
not depend on the location of the model or the method by which model parameters are
estimated.
To introduce a usable definition for a 3D motion structure within the context of 3D
optical flow formulation, we note that as it is shown in figure 4.4 for the case of σe = 1,
residual probability densities of samples up to around twice of noise standard deviation
are smaller than the measurement noise probability densities. To generalize this for all
noise scales, we note that the crossover point of a normal distribution and its associated
Cauchy distribution having the same maximum height is around the same point.
The size of samples population, its mean and standard deviation up to the crossover
points (parameters of the G distribution modeled by a truncated Cauchy function) are
calculated as follows:
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Mean =
2σe∫
−2σe
rfCauchy(r)dr = 0 (4.9)
σ2r =
2σe∫
−2σe
r2fCauchy(r)dr = 0.53σ
2
e (4.10)
PopulationSize =
2σe∫
−2σe
fCauchy(r)dr ≈ %76. (4.11)
This shows that the sample size of the above group (with |r| < 2σe) is significantly larger
than half and the proposed transformation at τ = 2 would include a large majority of a
structure samples.
Finally, a structure in the parameter space given by the proposed transformation is
formally defined as a cluster of all samples (3-tuples) that satisfy: |r| < 2σe. The above
definition includes a large number of samples and by definition is robust to influence
of outliers [37, 38]. Also, the definition is independent of the distribution of samples
and the motion estimation method and would only depend on the scale of measurement
noise (a design parameter).
4.3.2 Segmentation Feasibility
Having defined the proposed transformation and provided a precise definition of a struc-
ture in the sample space, we can now examine the feasibility of the segmentation of the
system of linear equations (4.3) representing 3D optical flows into two coherent systems.
The proposed transformation turns the 3D optical flow motion segmentation problem
into an instance of the well-known 3D clustering problem with a known scale of noise in
each cluster of points. Consider two clusters of planes, one with m planes associated with
voxels having true 3D velocity (U1, V1,W1) and the other with n planes associated with
voxels having true velocity (U2, V2,W2). All planes are replaced by
(m+n)(m+n−1)(m+n−2)
6
points (a large number of points even if there are only a handful of planes) representing
the cross sections of every possible 3-tuples of planes. These points form two point clus-
ters, comprising m(m−1)(m−2)6 points around (U1, V1,W1) and
n(n−1)(n−2)
6 points around
(U2, V2,W2). The rest of the points, generated by mix combination of planes from both
clusters, would be scattered in the entire velocity space and would be excluded due to
robustness of the transformation. The distance between the point clusters, the geometri-
cal distance between (U1, V1,W1) and (U2, V2,W2), is the size of relative motion and the
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detectability of the variation in motion depends on the ratio of this distance compared
to the scale of inaccuracies (noise) in measuring those velocities.
The separability of two systems of linear equations with close solutions can now be
examined by considering the separability of their sample distributions. We note that
two motions, as defined earlier, are separable if the distance between their means is at
least 2(σ1 + σ2) where σ1 and σ2 are their standard deviations, respectively. Generally,
two trimmed distributions with the same standard deviation should be separable if the
distance between their means is at least twice the multiple of the trimmed threshold
and their standard deviations [119]. This statement is simply explained by looking at
its contradiction. If we assume that the means of the distributions are already known,
it would still not be possible to segment the data cleanly unless the two distributions
have no overlap. This implies that the distance between two means has to be at least
equal to sum of the extent of those distributions. This presents a sufficient condition for
the separability which is able to predict the motion separability using only the amount
of relative motion and the scale of noise in the measurement data.
As was shown in figure 4.3, the proposed transformation ensures that the scale of scat-
tered points is almost 50% of the scale of measurement noise for τ = 2 (the value used in
our experiments). Thus, a sufficient condition for detectability of a change or difference
in motion is given as follows:
The detection of change in motion will be feasible if the relative motion is more
than twice larger than the scale of measurement noise: (v1 − v2) > 2× σe.
4.4 Experimental Results
4.4.1 Synthetic Images
To verify the usability of the derived separation criterion, we conducted an extensive
set of simulation using synthetically generated volumetric images. To ensure that the
derivatives are correct, the texture of the 3D image sequence was generated by the
superposition of three 3D sinusoidal moving waves with appropriate range of frequencies.
The 4D sequence with constant velocities along the (x, y, z) directions was generated
using the following function:
I(x, y, z, t) =
3∑
i=1
cos(
2pi
λ
Ai [x y z]
> − ωit) (4.12)
where Ai is the unit vector along the moving direction of each wave and ωi is the
wave angular velocity. In the example shown in figure 4.5(a), the central cube of the
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image is stationary while the surrounding voxels are moving with constant velocity
(U, V,W ) = (−0.6,−0.4,−0.6). The waves in this example are perpendicular along the
(1, 1, 1), (1,−1, 1) and (1, 1,−1) directions and the λ = 6 voxels.
In this experiment, two cubes (of five voxels) were selected on each moving and stationary
parts having the same scale of noise (the noise scale was manually changed by adding
zero mean, normal noise to the generated data). Those patches are marked with white
rectangles in the slice shown in figure 4.5(a). The prescribed separability condition for
this experiment is: (v1 − v2) > 2 × σe. Therefore, the separability condition predicts
that when σe is less than 0.3, the above motions are separable. To show the validity of
this prediction, the normalized histograms for values less, at and above 0.3 are shown
in figure 4.5. Those figures demonstrate that for σe < 0.3, the two motions are clearly
separable.
(a) A slice of the synthetic image sequence
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(d) σe = 0.5.
Figure 4.5: Demonstration of the application of the theoretical separability predic-
tions of two motions having different values of relative motions and noise scales. Figure
(a) shows the place of compared patches while figures (b), (c) and (d) depict the nor-
malized histogram of vertical motion estimation errors for different noise scales.
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4.4.2 Real Images
To evaluate the application of the proposed criterion in predicting the separability of mo-
tions in real volumetric images, we used the publicly available thoracic 4D CT datasets
of moving lungs from DIR-Lab [122]. A number of sequences of different lungs were
chosen for these experiments. The optical flows were estimated with the least amount of
smoothing (“just enough” smoothing as described in [108]). The derivatives of image
densities were calculated by convolving those CT images with derivatives of Gaussian
kernels (of unit scale) and the flows were calculated by applying the MSSE [120] to cubes
of seven voxels at every point of interest.
The prescribed separability condition for this experiment is: (v1− v2) > 2× σe. For the
sequence Case 1 [122], the estimated σe was found to be around 0.6 voxel. Therefore,
the separability criterion predicts that when the differences between two motions in this
sequences (v1−v2) is greater than 1.2 voxels per image, the above motions are separable.
To show the validity of this prediction, two different regions of the right lung, shown in
figure 4.6 (a) and 4.7 (a), are selected. The top region only includes parenchyma and has
a uniform motion. The bottom region straddles two different tissue types and includes
two visible motions. The normalized histograms of vertical velocities for those regions
are shown in figure 4.6(b) and 4.7(b). Those figures show that for (v1 − v2) > 1.2 two
motions are clearly separable.
In another experiment, the sequence Case 4 of the aforementioned data set was analyzed
and the estimated σe was around 1.14 voxels. Therefore, the separability criterion pre-
dicts that when the differences between two motions in this sequences (v1−v2) is greater
than 2.28 voxels per image, the above motions are separable. To show the validity of
this prediction, again two different regions with different motion profiles were selected
(shown in figure 4.8 (a) and 4.9 (a)). The normalized histograms of vertical velocities
for those regions are shown in figure 4.8(b) and 4.9(b). The former histogram shows
that when (v1−v2) < 2.28, the motions are not separable while the latter indicates that
when (v1 − v2) > 2.28, those two existing motions are clearly separable.
4.5 Conclusions
This chapter presents a statistical analysis of local motion separability in volumetric
images using 3D optical flow. A criterion for predicting the separability of two local
motions based on the amount of relative motion and the data measurement accuracy was
introduced. The proposed analysis has the ability to explain the theoretical sufficiency
requirement of the least amount of relative motion for successful motion segmentation.
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Figure 4.6: (a) An image from sequence case 1 representing a moving area of lung(b)
The distributions of residuals for yellow rectangles in (a). One motion is detectable in
this area.
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Figure 4.7: (a) An image from sequence case 1 representing a moving area of lung
(b) The distributions of residuals for yellow rectangles in (a). Two motions appear to
be detectable in this area.
The proposed method is very general and can be used for separability predictions of
any system modeled by 3D linear equations. Several experiments, using both synthetic
and real 3D images, were conducted to show the application of the developed theory in
designing biomedical motion estimation problems.
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Figure 4.8: (a) An image from sequence case 4 representing a moving area of lung
(b) The distributions of residuals for yellow rectangles in (a). One motion appears to
be detectable in this area.
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Figure 4.9: (a) An image from sequence case 4 representing a moving area of lung (b)
The distributions of residuals for yellow rectangles in (a). Two motions are detectable
in this area.
Chapter 5
Statistical Analysis of
Separability and Detectability in
Hough Domain
5.1 Introduction
In most practical applications of computer vision, there is only limited amount of time
and computational resources for an algorithm to complete a given task. Within those
limits, the algorithm is expected to make sense of its inputs. This requirement lends
itself to a time progressive information processing approach that limits the time and
effort spent on the discovery of each data structure based on the quality of measurement
data and the required level of output accuracy. The fundamentals of expressing these
limits in usable mathematical forms appears to be extremely challenging.
For instance, more than half a century has passed since the Hough Transform (HT) was
proposed to solve the line extraction problem [39]. Since then, the method has been
refined in many different ways and efficient and accurate methods for finding lines in
images have been discovered [123] [124] [125] [126]. However, basic questions such as
under what condition two general lines in an image are separable or when an algorithm
should stop looking for existence of another line in the vicinity of an already discovered
line are yet to be answered. To precisely define these fundamental questions, we first
outline the line detection task using HT and highlight the recent works that are relevant
to understanding the above challenges.
Broadly speaking, the HT converts a difficult global detection problem in image space
into a local peak detection problem in a parameter (or Hough) domain. The duality
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of point and line in Euclidean space means that a set of collinear points in the image
domain can be represented by a set of lines with a common intersection points in its
dual (Hough) domain. As such, the problem of finding a line in the image domain
is replaced by finding a point in the Hough domain. However, unlike image domain
that is discretized at the onset, the Hough domain is continuous and when there is
no noise, the pdf of the line parameters (coordinates of the common intersection point
in Hough space) would be a Dirac delta function. Since it is not possible to use this
function to analytically search for this point, in Hough Transform implementations, the
Hough domain is partitioned into cells and each cell is assigned a number based on the
number of lines it contains. This leads to construction of a specific 3D histogram called a
”butterfly” [127]. The shape of this butterfly relates to the distribution of data samples
in the image and changes with the amount of noise in the image and the resolution of the
discretization of the Hough space. This suggests that the optimality of the resolution
of discretization (size of those cells) of the Hough domain would also depend on the
expected accuracy and amount noise in the image.
In the above implementation of the Hough Transform, having constructed a butterfly,
line detection is performed by finding the local peaks of the histogram (butterfly). A
threshold is commonly specified and those cells with counts exceeding that threshold, are
considered to represent a line. It is well-known that the line detection outcome depends
on the choice of the shape and size of the discretized cells [128]. The relationship between
accuracy of the line detection and the quantization of the Hough space has also been
studied and many heuristic algorithms have been proposed to improve the accuracy in
different applications [129] [56] [130]. There are also probabilistic and length progressive
type HT algorithms that are aimed to detect lines based on their relative salience in an
image [131] [132].
However, the limits of increasing the discretization resolution for finding multiple close
lines in real (noisy) situations and how to decide when would be the correct termination
point of a search after a line is already detected are yet to be solved.
In the last decade, the above question, specifically for line detection using HT, has
received some attentions. Goldenshluger and Zeevi [128] analyzed the HT as a robust
statistical estimator and considered the issue of multiple line detection by the Hough
Transform. They approached the multiple line detection problem as a multi-modality
testing problem and provided a theoretical framework for the development of a test for
the presence of multiple lines based on using a circular (with radius r) cell quantisation
of the Hough space.
As stated by the authors, the above framework is not usable in practice: “Unfortunately,
the asymptotic distribution is not tractable, and we cannot use it as a basis to make a
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choice of r. Clearly, large values of r lead to a large connected solution set, and in this
case the estimation accuracy depends crucially on the way the estimator is chosen from
the solution set. On the other hand, small values of r lead to an “under-smoothed” dual
plot, and the solution set is a union of many disconnected sets. In this case estimation
accuracy of the average estimator may be very poor” [128].
One way to approach this issue would be to estimate the probability density function
of the line parameters in a continuous space using statistical kernel modeling similar to
the approach used in the Statistical Hough Transform [133]. However, such an approach
is going to be case specific and its generalization is not straightforward. In addition,
use of Kernel density modeling requires the choice of the kernel function and the choice
of bandwidth, which in turn is as complicated as selecting the shape and size of the
quantization cell and the choice of those parameters will impact the estimated number of
modes and bumps of the distribution [133]. Another approach would be to use numerical
simulations and try to generalize the results. However, since there are many parameters
involved in those simulations, variations of results with respect to those parameters
are significant and the generalizations would be crude [134]. In fact, it appears that an
attempt to generalize some simulation results [134] produced outcomes that are different
to ones reported in [128].
In this work, we first simplify the line detection problem by concentrating on uniformly
distributed data (e.g. having no prior knowledge about the distribution of data) and
Gaussian noise model and calculate the general form of the distribution of line param-
eters in Hough domain. Deriving the analytical distribution enables us to study the
multiple line detection problem and propose usable criteria for terminating the search
process.
5.2 Distribution of multiple lines parameter in Hough Do-
main
To derive the analytical distribution of data points in Hough domain for multiple lines
(independent of the chosen cell size), we concentrate on the case of having two lines
of similar size and infinitesimally small cell size. The separability and detectability of
multiple lines are predominately affected by the separability and detectability of the two
closest neighbors and cases with more than two lines can be decomposed into multiple
cases of two lines. Also, the effect of a small line on the detection of a much larger
one is negligible and the worst case scenario is when the lines are similar in all aspects
including their data sizes.
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Figure 5.1: (a) A simple example of having two lines in an image given by model (5.1)
when d = 0.7 and N (0, 0.1). (b) Associated lines in Hough domain. (c) Demonstration
of the appearance of three clusters in Hough Domain. Intersections of L1 and L2 lines in
isolation are shown by red squares and blue circles. Points generated by the interaction
of L1 and L2 lines (the third cluster) are shown by green asterisk. (d) Line parameters
distributions in Hough domain for all clusters are shown by their associated colors.
To provide the exact definition of the detection of any two lines using Hough transform,
we start by modifying the formal definition of the Hough transform for one line given
in [128]. Our definition is as follows: Suppose that X and Y symbols denote the hor-
izontal and vertical axes of the image domain and (X1, Y1)...(Xn, Yn) are independent
identically distributed random observations drawn from the model:
L1 : Y = m1X +
d
2
+ e (5.1)
L2 : Y = m2X − d
2
+ e
where:
(1) X is independent of e, and
(2) e is a random variable with bounded, symmetric and strictly unimodal density,
f(x) = f(−x)∀x. For the sake of simplicity, its distribution is often assumed to be a
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zero mean Gaussian with known variance. An example of such data is shown in figure
5.1(a).
We also note that each observation pair (Xi, Yi) in the image domain is associated with
a straight line y = −Xix + Yi in the Hough domain (the horizontal and vertical axes
in Hough domain are denoted by x and y symbols, respectively). As shown in figure
5.1(b). The intersections of those lines generate three point clusters in Hough domain:
Two clusters are the combinatorial intersections of lines associated with samples from
either L1 or L2 (only) and the third cluster is made up of the intersections of lines that
one line is associated with samples from L1 and the other from L2. These three clusters
for the above example are shown in figure 5.1(c) by different colors and symbols. The
2D normalized histogram of spatial distributions of those clusters are shown in figure
5.1(d) with the same color as the cluster data itself.
To derive an analytical distribution of lines intersections in Hough domain, we first need
to derive the intersection distributions for two clusters associated with each individual
line and the third cluster associated with the interaction of those two lines. The ana-
lytical distributions associated with each of those clusters are derived in the following
subsections.
5.2.1 Hough Domain distributions for a single line
The spread of line intersections along the vertical axis of the Hough domain, denoted
by y, for the first line of the model (5.1) can be derived by considering the vertical
distribution of those points over the entire space and using the posterior probability in
Bayesian statistics to find their distribution along the y axis. The marginal probability
distribution in the vertical direction of intersection points of a group of lines y = ax+ e
for uniformly distributed a (e.g. regular grid data in the image) and Gaussian noise e
with zero mean and variance σ2 was shown to have the following form [121]:
p(y) =
σ
2
√
2piy2
(1− e− 2y
2
σ2 ). (5.2)
The above distribution for lines y = ax ± d2 + e (similar to a group of lines associated
each line in the model (5.1)) can be written as: f1(y) = p(y − d2) and f2(y) = p(y + d2),
respectively.
To derive the probability distribution of the first cluster along the vertical axis of the
Hough domain (f1(x→ 0, y)), using the posterior probability in Bayesian statistics, we
have:
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of the shape of the theoretical prediction of distribution of
the points of the first cluster along the y axis and its simulation results for σ = 0.5
f1(x→ 0, y) = f1(y|x→ 0)f(x→ 0). (5.3)
To calculate the conditional probability f1(y|x → 0), we note that based on Bayes’
theorem, the f1(y|x → 0) is called the likelihood function and to calculate its value,
we note that for y = ax + d2 + e and e ∼ N (y; 0, σ2), when x approaches origin, we
have: y → d2 + e and y → −d2 + e therefore f1(y|x → 0) = N (y; d2 , σ2)N (y;−d2 , σ2).
Interestingly, our simulations showed that for a wide range of different d and σ values,
the constant f(x → 0) is very close to one and, thus combining this with (5.3), the
probability distribution of the points associated with the first cluster along the y axis
can be written as:
f1(x→ 0, y) ≈ N (y; d
2
, σ2)N (y;−d
2
, σ2) (5.4)
It is important to note here that although f1 is discontinuous at y =
d
2 , it has finite
limit of 1
2piσ2
when y → d2 . The shape of the above prediction and its simulation results
for σ = 0.5 is shown in figure 5.2.
5.2.2 Hough Domain distributions for the interaction of two lines
As it was mentioned earlier, the addition of the second line in the image domain generates
two more point clusters in the Hough domain. The first added cluster has the same
distribution (but centered at a different location) as the one associated with the first
line. However, the second added cluster (called the third cluster hereafter) is the result
of the interactions of the two lines and has a completely different spread compared
to the other two clusters. The shape of this cluster mainly depends on the distance
between the centre of the first two clusters in the Hough domain. Here, we first derive
the distribution of the third cluster and use that to calculate the distribution of the
combined clusters based on the scale of noise and cluster distances in the Hough domain
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for the above model. The analysis enables us to make predictions for the separability
and detectability of different lines and provides a measure for quantification of the value
of the continuation of search in time progressive applications involving linear structures.
Similar to the previous section, we will first derive the distributions of the third cluster
over the entire Hough domain and then use Baye’s rule to derive the joint distributions
along the vertical direction in Hough domain. To find the distribution of the third
cluster in vertical direction, we note the intersection hight of jth line from L1 and ith
line from L2 (denoted by aj1and ai2) of the model (5.1) by yi,j :
yi,j =
d
(1− ai2aj1 )
− d
2
. (5.5)
To derive the distribution of the above points (yi,j), we first calculate the distribution
of (1− ai2aj1 ). It is important to note that a denotes the slope of lines in Hough domain
and values between ±1 represent constraints that cover half the space between y = x
and y = −x. For the sake of simplicity we use this fact and simplify the derivations by
finding the distribution where a is assumed to have uniform distribution a ∼ U(−1, 1),
the distribution for the rest of space would be the same. The probability density function
of α = (1− ai2aj1 ) can be shown to have the following form [105]:
f(α) =

1
4 if 0 ≤ α ≤ 2,
1
4(1−α)2 if
{
α < 0
α > 2
.
(5.6)
We also know that if the probability density function of a random variable X is denoted
by fX(x), the probability density function of Z = g(X) is as follows [105]:
fZ(x) = | d
dx
(g−1(x))|fX(g−1(x)). (5.7)
Using the above equation, the relationship between distributions of β = 1α can now be
written as:
f(β) =
1
β2
f(
1
β
). (5.8)
Combining equations (5.6) and (5.8), we have:
f(β) =
{
1
4β2
if β ≥ 12 ,
1
4(β−1)2 if β <
1
2 .
(5.9)
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Figure 5.3: Demonstration of the shapes of the analytical and simulated probability
density distributions for the spread of points in Hough domain generated as the result
of the interactions between two lines for d = 5σ, σ = 0.5.
From equation (5.5), we have y = dβ − d2 and therefore the distribution of y can be
written as:
f3(y) =

d
4(y+ d
2
)2
if y ≥ 0,
d
4(y− d
2
)2
if y < 0.
(5.10)
The shape of the above function verses the normalized histogram of synthetic data for
the model (5.2) are shown in figure 5.3.
To derive the probability distribution of the third cluster along the y axis (f3(x→ 0, y)),
we again use the posterior probability in Bayesian statistics and write:
f3(x→ 0, y) = f3(x→ 0|y)f3(y). (5.11)
Similar to the first and second clusters, we calculate f3(x → 0|y) by using posterior
probability in Bayesian statistics [135] and the data model (5.8) at x → 0 where we
would have: y → d2 + e and y → −d2 + e, simultaneously. Assuming e ∼ N (0, σ2), the
concurrency of these two relations implies that:
f3(x→ 0|y) ≈ N (y; d
2
, σ2)N (y;−d
2
, σ2) (5.12)
Substituting this in (5.11), the probability distribution of the third cluster along the y
axis can be written as:
f3(x→ 0, y) ≈ d
8piσ2(|y|+ d2)2
e
−(y− d2 )
2
2σ2 e
−(y+ d2 )
2
2σ2 . (5.13)
The shape of the above prediction and its simulation results for σ = 0.1 is shown in
figure 5.5 (b). Since we had to ignore the effect of noise in the first step of our derivation
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Figure 5.4: Demonstration of the shapes of the analytical and simulated probability
density distributions of the third cluster along the y axis in Hough domain.
for the third cluster, our predictions for this cluster is not as accurate as the ones for
the other two clusters. However, we already know that in practical (useful) situations,
d has to be at least some multiples of σ to be of interest. When σ is increased then
the value of d is also increased, which means the locations of peaks associated with the
third cluster points in the Hough domain (shown in figure 5.1 (c)) are also moved away
from the vertical axis (the horizontal distances between those peaks is almost d), and
the effect of the third cluster on separability along the y axis would become negligible.
As such, this part of analysis is only important for small σ and for those values, the
assumptions are justified.
5.2.3 Total Distribution
As it was mentioned earlier, the spread of intersections in Hough domain consists of three
clusters. Having derived the distributions of all clusters, we can now combine those to
calculate the total distribution of all line intersections. If N =
(
n
2
)
and N ′ =
(n
2
2
)
, then
the overall distribution can be written as:
ftotal(x, y) =
N ′
N
f1(x, y) +
N ′
N
f2(x, y) + (1− 2N
′
N
)f3(x, y). (5.14)
The overall distributions along the y axis can then be approximated by:
ftotal(x→ 0, y) ≈1
4
f1(x→ 0, y) + 1
4
f2(x→ 0, y)
+
1
2
f3(x→ 0, y)
(5.15)
when n is not very small.
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Figure 5.5: Demonstration of the shapes of the analytical and simulated probability
density distributions for the spread of all points in Hough domain for two lines where
d = 7σ, σ = 0.1.
Figure 5.5 (b) shows the above theoretical distribution and the normalized histogram of
the spread of all points in a simple simulation including two lines with 50 points each
where σ = 0.1.
5.3 Separability and detectability of multiple lines in Hough
domain
Although solutions to segmentation problem for visual data have been intensely studied
for several decades, considerations of separability and detectability issues are far more
recent [133] [129] [127]. In those studies, since the distribution of line parameters in
Hough domain was only empirically studied, the analysis was largely focused on finding
the optimal cell size of a Hough transform and how that choice would affect the numer-
ical calculations. The practical question is however much broader and in practice, an
application designer needs to know what can and cannot be separated or detected in
a given scenario before the system is manufactured. As it was mentioned earlier, the
quantification of this issue is particularly important in practice where the computation
is progressive and a decision has to be made in terms of when to end the search for struc-
tures of interest. Here, we will show that the above derivations can be used to make
predictions for separability and detectability of multiple structures and would provide
some guidelines for making decisions to terminate search algorithms.
A prerequisite to separability and detectability analysis is a precise definition for those
terms. As it was explained in [121], in models with infinite tail probability distributions
for the errors (e.g. Gaussian), the probability of misclassification of data will never be
zero and a precise definition for those notions, under such unrealistic assumptions, would
be illusive. However, in practical situations the extent of such distributions are always
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Figure 5.6: The shape of the theoretically distributed line parameters for one line
and normal distribution in Hough domain for σ = 0.5.
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Figure 5.7: The overall distributions of line parameters in Hough domain for σ = 0.1
and different values of d ranging from 5σ to 2.8σ.
finite and commonly assumed to be confined to 2.5 times their σ [106]. Consequently,
the clusters with no overlap in this range would be considered separable.
The notion of detectability has also been the subject of intense research and there
are many different ways to approach this issue [136]. However, our focus here is on
quantifying the effect of a nearby line on the detectability of an otherwise detectable
line. A usable definition of detectability for the above problem would largely relate
to the height of the two compared distributions. The higher a peak is in the Hough
domain (produced by the Hough transform with an appropriate cell size) the higher is
our confidence in calling its associated data a structure (line). This implies that if there
are two peaks with similar heights, our state of knowledge about their existence are also
the same and both are equally detectable. We use the above practical definitions to
develop usable predictions for the separability and detectability of lines in the Hough
domain.
For the simplest case, where there is only one line in an image, the distribution of line
parameters in Hough domain is given by equation (5.2). Comparison of this function
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with its underlying noise distribution (zero mean Gaussian with the same standard
deviation σ), depicted in figure 5.6, shows that reliable votes supporting the extent of
that line are spatially spread up to 2.1σ from the location of the line in Hough domain.
However, if there are more than one line, the search for each line would be affected by
the presence of others. To be able to make predictions, we simplify the situation and
consider the effect of the presence of the closest line, which has the most significant
effect, on the line of interest. We then analyze the shape of the overall distribution and
make predictions for their separability and detectability.
To analyze the effect of the presence of another line in the image on the search area
in the Hough domain, we use the mathematical model (5.1) and look at the shape of
distributions for different values of d (the distance between lines in Hough domain)
relative to σ. When dσ is large(greater than 5), the effect of the second line is minimal
and the search area looks very similar to the ones shown in figure 5.6. As the value of dσ
decreases, the effect of the existence of the second line on the distribution of the first line
parameters is no longer negligible. To visualize the effect of the approach of the second
line to the line of interest, the overall distributions in Hough domain for different values
of d ranging from d = 5σ to d = 2.8σ are plotted in figure 5.7 from right to left. The
plots show that the critical distance for separability (where data of each line can clearly
be segmented) is around d = 5σ while the detectability of two separate lines would be
questioned round d = 2.9σ. At the latter threshold, the fictitious line associated with
the third cluster becomes as probable as any of the actual lines and therefore there would
be no basis to detect only two lines. For lesser dσ ratios, two lines are practically merged
into one somewhere in the middle of the two original lines.
An important implication of the above results, specially for developing time progressive
search algorithms, is that when a line is found (and its scale of noise is estimated), there
would be no point to look for another line within the 2.9σ radius of that line. Another
useful implication of the above relates to the determination of the optimal value of the
cell size (measured by its radius r) in Hough transform. As it was mentioned earlier,
large values of r lead to a large connected solution set while small values of r lead to
an “under-smoothed” solution, which is consisted of many disconnected sets [128]. Our
results show that the full extent of the spread of data at the end of detectability is
around 7.1σ (= 2.1σ + 2.9σ + 2.1σ). To be able to capture both peaks, the area has to
be divided by at least three parts (with radius r) and therefore one can estimate the
optimal cell size r to be around one σ (and certainly less than 1.2σ). Figure 5.8 shows
the result for σ = 0.1 and r = 0.5σ,r = σ and r = 1.2σ. As it is shown in this figure, for
small value of r(e.g. r = 0.5σ) solution sets includes three peaks which is more than then
the real number of peaks and for large value of r (e.g. r = 1.2σ) solution sets includes
one peak which is less than the real number of peaks, and for value of r around σ the
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Figure 5.8: The effect of cell size r on discretization of the line parameter distributions
in Hough Domain at the boarder of detectability. The cell size r ≈ σ appears to be the
optimal value.
estimated number of peaks(lines) would be two. This result is inline with what one can
infer from the simulation results of optimal cell size for maximum accuracy using Hough
transform presented in Table 1 of [128], which is however significantly different from the
numerical simulation based generalization presented in [134].
5.4 Experimental Results
This chapter presented a theoretical analysis that led to predictions of optimum values
for cell size and detectability thresholds in Hough domain. Although each part of the
above analysis was tested individually using simulations, the usability of those results
for line detection in a time progressive framework where the detectability of nearby lines
is important was also examined in a number of experiments using both synthetic and
real images. The test scenarios were designed to include multiple lines with varying
distances d measured as multiples of the scale of measurement noise σ. Several of those
experiments are outlined here.
5.4.1 Synthetic images
To examine the usability of our predictions for line detection feasibility in Hough domain,
a simple checkerboard image is used to test the predictions for both the optimal cell size
and the detectability thresholds. The checkerboard and its associated edge image are
shown in figure 5.9 (a) and (b). Concentrating on two middle lines, we first fixed the
scale of added noise σ and plotted (see figure 5.9) the shape of the line parameters’
distributions in Hough domain for different values of cell size ranging from r = 0.5σ to
1.4σ. Although the distributions are 3D figures, those are rotated in away that the height
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Figure 5.9: The checkerboard (a) and its associated edge image (b). The effect of cell
size on the detectability of two close lines where σ = 0.4, d = 2 (the theory predicts
that these two lines are clearly separable). These figures show that where cell size is
too small (e.g. (c)r = 0.5σ (d)r = 0.7σ), the solution set includes many disconnected
members and when it is too large (e.g. (f) r = 1.2σ) the lines are merged. The suggested
optimal value (e.g. (e) r = σ) appears to generate the best distribution for detection
of both lines.
different peaks in those figures are visually comparable. Those figures show that, in line
with our theoretical predictions, the optimal cell size value (in terms of detectability of
only two lines in that vicinity) is around r ≈ σ. The lower r values lead to detection of
multiple lines (an “under-smoothed” solution) while using larger than the optimal cell
values would falsely combine two lines into one.
Then, we fixed the cell size to the prescribed value (r ≈ σ) and changed the relative
distance ( dσ ) between those lines from 2.86 to 6.67 by adjusting the scale of added noise.
The distributions of line parameters for those cases are plotted in figure 5.10. The results
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Figure 5.10: Results of using the derived separability and detectability threshold for
predicting the line detection outcomes where r = σ: From clearly being separable (e.g.
(a) dσ = 6.67), to be at the border of separability (e.g (b)
d
σ = 5), to be detectable only
(e.g. (c) dσ = 4 (d)
d
σ = 3.33), to be at the border of detectability (e.g. (e)
d
σ = 3.10)
and to be not detectable (e.g. (f) dσ = 2.86).
show that, in line with our theoretical predictions, the separability ends where dσ ≤ 5
while detectability ends around dσ ≈ 3.
To verify the theoretical predictions of the effect of cell size on the line parameters
estimation, we estimated (using probabilistic Hough transform algorithm [137]) the pa-
rameters of all the lines of the above image for different cell sizes and calculated the
root mean square (rms) error of those estimations. In order to have reliable results,
the simulations for this part was repeated 100 times and the results were averaged over
all simulations for each line. The line parameters were estimated for different cell sizes
including: 0.5, 0.7, 1.0, 1.2 and 1.5 of the noise scale. Figure 5.11 plots the average rms
for each line for the above cell sizes. The figure shows that in line with our theoretical
predictions, the least estimation error were achieved when the cell size is around one
standard deviation (σ).
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Figure 5.11: The effect of cell size r on parameter estimation accuracy.
5.4.2 Real images
To examine the relevance of the derived theoretical results in practical applications
involving multiple lines, the feasibility of line detection in three different scenes with
multiple near lines were analyzed. The common salient feature of these images is the
appearance of numerous lines at different relative distances. The aim of analysis is to
predict the size of a region around a detected line in which there is no point to look for
another line and chose the right cell size for the given problem.
In the first scenario, shown in figure 5.12, the staircase has numerous linear edges where
the apparent distances between those lines are diminishing in upward direction due to
perspective effect. The scale of noise in this image is around σ = 1.3 pixels and our
analysis predicts that lines with distances more than 3.8 pixels would be detectable. To
test the validity of this prediction, we compared the distribution of line parameters in
Hough domain in two different areas of the image where the line distances fall two sides of
the predicted detectability value. Specifically, the distance between lines inside the green
rectangle is around 5 pixels while the distances between lines inside the yellow rectangle
is around 2.5 pixels. The distributions of line parameters for those case are shown in
figure 5.12 (c) and (d), respectively. Comparison of these two 3D distributions shows
that the five lines within the green rectangle, figure 5.12 (c), are clearly represented by
detectable peaks of the accumulator. However, the 11 lines inside the yellow rectangle
are merged together in figure 5.12 (d) and peaks of the accumulator show the existence
of only about half of those lines (representing locations of merged lines).
To demonstrate a practical use of the above analysis, we implemented the Hough Trans-
form based on slope-intercept parameterization [39] and applied the proposed criterion to
its outcome. The detected lines by the Hough transform without applying the proposed
criterion is shown in figure 5.13(a). Lines deemed valid by the separability criterion are
shown in figure 5.13(b) while invalid lines are shown in figure 5.13(c). These figures
illustrate that applying the proposed criterion enables the Hough algorithms to avoid
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.12: An image of a staircase representing multiple lines of varying distances
(a) and its associated edge image (b) in which two areas where line distances are
either less than (yellow) or greater than (green) the predicted detectability threshold
are marked with rectangles. The distribution of line parameters in Hough Domain for
green and yellow rectangles are shown in (c) and (d), respectively. The five lines in
green area are clearly represented by peaks of their distribution while the 11 lines in
yellow area are merged in Hough domain and would not be seen individually in the
distribution.
generating meaningless lines and stop searching in areas where any candidate line would
be inseparable from a previously detected line.
To inspect the validity of the choices made by the proposed criterion, we concentrate
on the two aforementioned areas of this image, shown by red rectangles in figure 5.13
(d), where the lines were predicted to either be or not to be detectable. Figures 5.14 (b)
and (f) show the detected line before applying the proposed criterion and figures 5.14
(c) and (g) show the results after applying the proposed criterion. Figure 5.14 (d) and
(h) show the removed lines as a result of applying the criterion.
These figures illustrate that in regions where lines were detectable, the result remained
the same after applying the criterion. However, in regions where lines were visually
inseparable and the original algorithm found some meaningless lines, applying the crite-
rion enabled the algorithm to stop searching in areas where lines would be inseparable
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(c) (d)
Figure 5.13: An image of a staircase representing multiple lines of varying distances
(a) edge image using Canny edge detector (b) detected lines before applying the pro-
posed criterion(c) detected lines after applying the proposed criterion (d) removed lines
by applying the proposed criterion.
from a recently detected line and hence no more meaningless lines were discovered in
that vicinity. We would therefore argue that the application of the proposed criterion
makes a contribution to the development of a time progressive framework in which an
algorithm would be prohibited from searching for new lines in places with no chance
of success and can progressively spend time searching in areas with some likelihood of
success.
In addition, to examine the effect of cell size on the line parameter estimation in this
experiment, we estimated the parameters of three different lines of the image as shown
in figure 5.15 (a), using different cell size values and calculated the root mean square
error of their parameters. The results, plotted in figure 5.15 (b), show that the least
estimation error, in line with our predictions, was achieved when cell size was around
one σ.
In the second scenario, shown in figure 5.16, the image contains numerous planar objects
with linear edges at a wide range of distances. The scale of noise in this image is around
σ = 0.75 pixel and our analysis predicts that lines with distance more than 2.2 pixels
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Figure 5.14: Magnified region of staircase image: (a) and (e) detected edges, (b) and
(f) detected lines using probabilistic Hough transform algorithm, (c) and (g) detected
line after applying detectability criterion and (d) and (h) removed lines as a results of
applying the criterion.
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Figure 5.15: (a) Illustration of three different lines in the staircase image (b) effect
of cell size on the estimation accuracy of line parameters.
should be detectable. In this example the distance between lines inside the yellow
rectangle is around 2.5 pixels and the distance between lines inside the green rectangle
is around 5 pixels. The distributions of line parameters for those areas are shown in
figure (c) and (d). The 3D distribution in figure 5.16 (c) shows that the six lines within
the green rectangle are clearly represented by visually detectable peaks. However, the
3D distribution of figure 5.16 (d) shows that 12 lines inside the yellow rectangle are
merged together and only about six lines are detectable in this area. It should also be
noted that the location of those peaks are not necessarily associated with the location
of actual lines in the image.
In this case, we again used the same experimental setting to check the usability of the
proposed criterion. The detected lines by the Hough transform without applying the
proposed criterion is shown in figure 5.17(a). Lines deemed valid by the separability
criterion are shown in figure 5.17(b) while invalid lines are shown in figure 5.17(c).
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Figure 5.16: An image of a warehouse representing multiple lines of varying distances
(a) and its associated edge image (b) in which two areas where line distances are either
less than (yellow) or greater than (green) the predicted detectability threshold are
marked with rectangles. The distribution of line parameters in Hough Domain for
green and yellow rectangles are shown in (c) and (d), respectively. The four lines in
green area are clearly represented by peaks of their distribution while the 25 lines in
yellow area are merged in Hough domain and would not be seen individually in the
distribution.
To inspect the validity of the choices made by the proposed criterion, we again concen-
trate on the two areas of this image, shown by red rectangles in figure 5.17 (d), where
difference between lines were predicted to either be or not to be detectable. Figures 5.18
(b) and (f) show the detected line before applying the proposed criterion and figures
5.18 (c) and (g) show the results after applying the proposed criterion. Figure 5.18 (d)
and (h) show the removed lines in those rectangular areas as a result of applying the
criterion.
These figures again illustrate that in regions where lines were predicated to be detectable,
the result remained the same after applying the criterion. However, in regions where
lines were visually inseparable and the original algorithm found some meaningless lines,
applying the criterion enabled the algorithm to stop searching in areas where lines would
be undetectable from recently detected ones.
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Figure 5.17: An image of a warehouse representing multiple lines of varying distances
(a) edge image using Canny edge detector (b) detected lines before applying the pro-
posed criterion(c) detected lines after applying the proposed criterion (d) removed lines
by applying the proposed criterion.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g) (h)
Figure 5.18: Magnified region of warehouse image: (a) and (e) detected edges, (b) and
(f) detected lines using probabilistic Hough transform algorithm, (c) and (g) detected
line after applying detectability criterion and (d) and (h) removed lines as a results of
applying the criterion.
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Figure 5.19: (a)Illustration of three different lines in the warehouse image (b) effect
of cell size on the estimation accuracy of line parameters.
The effect of cell size on the line parameter estimation was also very similar. For instance,
when we calculated the root mean square error of the estimated parameters of three
different lines of the image, shown in figure 5.19 (a), using different cell size values, the
results showed that the least estimation error, in line with our predictions, was achieved
when cell size was around one σ. Those results are shown in figure 5.19 (b).
It is worth mentioning here that although most of the implementations of Hough trans-
form are based on polar coordinates, polar parametrization does not preserve two fea-
tures : symmetry and linearity between dual hough space and image space. To resolve
this issue, a new parameterization based on parallel coordinates proposed [56] recently
and also the cascaded Hough transform [55] has been used for several years. Nev-
ertheless, we applied the proposed criterion to the results of a Hough algorithm, the
probabilistic Hough transform algorithm [137], implemented in OpenCV. The results
are provided in the following section. The proposed criterion in this chapter depends
only on the line parameters and image noise regardless of the method of implementation
of the algorithm.
5.5 OpenCV Results
To show the usability of the above theoretical results for the development of time pro-
gressive algorithms, we applied the detectability criterion to the result of a well-known
Hough algorithm. We first used the probabilistic Hough transform algorithm [137], im-
plemented in OpenCV named HoughLinesP function, to detect the existing lines. In
this experiment, algorithm parameters were as follows: θ resolution = pi/180 , cell size
= 1.3, minimum threshold (which is the minimum number of intersections needed to
detect a line) = 30 pixels, minimum line length = 20 pixels and finally minimum line
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Figure 5.20: Lines detected by probabilistic Hough transform algorithm of figure 5.12
(a) before applying detectability criterion, (b) after applying detectability criterion, (c)
lines that were removed from (a) by applying the criterion and (d) selected regions for
close inspection.
gap = 10 pixels. The detected lines by the application of the above algorithm is shown
in figure 5.20(a). The number of lines detected by the algorithm is as high as 296 lines
(this includes many fictitious lines).
When we added the proposed detectability criterion to this algorithm, the number of
valid lines was reduced to around 142 and those are shown in figure 5.20(b) while the
lines deemed invalid are shown in 5.20(c).
To show the usability of the theoretical results for the development of a time progres-
sive algorithm, we again used the same experimental setting that was explained earlier
(except for the minimum line gap that was set to 15 pixels as 10 produced very many
disjointed segments). The detected lines by the application of the above algorithm is
shown in figure 5.21(a). The number of lines detected by the algorithm is as high as
1496 lines (this includes many fictitious lines).
Again, when the proposed detectability criterion was applied, the number of valid lines
was reduced to around 1298 and those are shown in figure 5.21(b) while the lines deemed
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Figure 5.21: Lines detected by probabilistic Hough transform algorithm of figure 5.16
(a) before applying detectability criterion, (b) after applying detectability criterion, (c)
lines that were removed from (a) by applying the criterion and (d) selected regions for
close inspection.
invalid are shown in 5.21(c).
5.6 Conclusion
This chapter presented a simplified model for and an analytical analysis of the multiple
line detection in Hough domain. The analysis showed that the detection feasibility of a
line is greatly affected by the existence of other lines nearby. The analysis has been able
to quantify this effect in terms of the line distance and scale of measurement noise and
provide predictions for separability and detectability of a line in a multiple line scenario.
The analysis predicted that lines with dσ greater than 5 have little effect on each other
and those would be separable. However, data associated with close lines having dσ less
than 5 but greater than 2.9 may not be separable but the existence of the underlying
lines would be detectable. Lines with dσ less than 2.9 appear to merge in Hough domain
and the detection of their existence would be unlikely.
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The theoretical analysis was also paved the way to consider the issue of the selection of
the optimal cell size for Hough transform implementation. The analysis suggested that
the cell size in vicinity of the scale of measurement noise appear to be the best choice for
multiple line detection purposes. The above conclusions were tested using both synthetic
and real images and those were shown to be useful in practical applications.
Chapter 6
Conclusion
This chapter concludes the dissertation and discusses some related applications of the
research. Some future directions of the present research work are also suggested.
6.1 Conclusion
This research has resulted in a novel framework for theoretical analysis separability in
data segmentation methods in computer vision. A practical definition of a structure and
separability criterion is provided in this work.
In Chapter 3 the structure definition for a motion was provided. This structure definition
was used to develop a segmentation feasibility criterion that can predict the separability
of multiple motions. To test the validity of this prediction the separability criterion were
applied to several image sequences. The result illustrates that the proposed criterion is
able to correctly predict the separability in those cases.
Chapter 4 considered the separability condition for two similar motions in volumetric
images using 3D optical flow. A criterion for predicting the separability of two local
motions based on the amount of relative motion and the data measurement accuracy has
been devised. Several experiments, were conducted to test the validity of the developed
theory in designing biomedical motion estimation problems.
Chapter 5, provided a theoretical analysis of the multiple line detection in Hough domain.
The analysis has been able to quantify a separability criterion in Hough domain in
terms of the line parameters and scale of measurement noise and provides predictions
for separability and detectability of a line in a multiple line scenario. The theoretical
analysis provided in this chapter also paved the way to consider the issue of the selection
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of the optimal cell size for Hough Transform algorithm. The application and validity of
the theoretical framework were tested using both synthetic and real images.
6.2 Future work
In this section possible extension of the research presented in this dissertation is sug-
gested.
1. Providing a general and precise theoretical framework is very complicated and
even intractable. Although the vertical distribution of samples in parameter space
was calculated, the calculation of 3D distribution of samples seems intractable. In
this section our proposed derivation for the horizontal distribution of samples in
parameter space is provided. The relationship between these two distributions and
precise calculation of 3D distribution require further study.
To derive the horizontal distribution of sample in parameter(sample) space, the
relationship between horizontal rx and vertical ry distances in Hough domain are
given by: rx =
ry
m and therefore we can write:
frx(rx) = fry(
ry
m
). (6.1)
Assuming that X is uniformly distributed in the image domain, then due to duality
of points and lines in Euclidean space, m ∼ U(−1c , 1c ) can be written and therefore
the pdf for 1m can be written as:
f 1
m
(x) =
c
2x2
for |x| > c. (6.2)
The parameter c represents the horizontal spread of a line in the image domain(2c
is line length).
The relationship between ry and m in the above model is not straightforward and
our simulations suggest that if there is any dependency, it is not a strong one.
As such, these two random variables can be assumed to be independent and the
probability density function of the product of two independent random variables
X and Y (Z = XY ) can be calculated by [105]:
fZ(z) =
∫ ∞
−∞
1
|x|fX(x)fY (
z
x
) dx. (6.3)
By substituting Z = rx, X = ry and Y =
1
m in the above equation, the result is:
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frx(x) =
∫ −c
−∞
−1
z
1
2z2
σ
4
√
2pi z
2
x2
(1− e− 2r
2
σ2z2 ) dz
+
∫∞
c
1
z
1
2z2
σ
4
√
2pi z
2
x2
(1− e− 2r
2
σ2z2 ) dz
(6.4)
and by solving the above integrals, the distribution of the horizontal distances in
the Hough domain can be written as:
frx(x) =
cσ
(
γ + Γ
[
0, 2x
2
c2σ2
]
+ Log[2]− Log
[
c2σ2
x2
])
4
√
2pix2
(6.5)
where Γ is an incomplete Gamma function and γ is the Euler’s constant.
for f(x, y → 0)
f(y → 0|x) = f(x, y → 0)
f(x)
(6.6)
y = ax+ e, y → 0⇒ x = e
a
(6.7)
Using (6.3) to calculate e ∗ 1a we have: (z = e, x = 1a )
f(z =
e
a
) =
∫ ∞
1
1
2x3
e
−z2
2σ2x2 dx+
∫ −1
−∞
−1
2x3
e
−z2
2σ2x2 dx
⇒ f(z = e
a
) =
σ√
2pi
(1− e−z
2
2σ2 )
z2
(6.8)
f(y → 0|x) = f( e
a
) =
σ√
2pi
(1− e−z
2
2σ2 )
z2
(6.9)
f(x→ 0, y) = f(y → 0|x)f(x) (6.10)
To derive cross pdf we have the following equations: x = 1m(y +
d
2)
f(y + d2) =
d
4(|y− d
2
|+ d
2
)2
frx(x) =

−d(−
r
d−r+Log[d]−Log[d−r])
8r2
if rx ≤ 0,
d( rd−r−Log[d]+Log[d−r])
8r2
if 0 < rx <
d
2
d(−Log[d]+Log[2r])
8r2
− d(−1+Log[2])
8r2
if rx >
d
2 .
(6.11)
This suggest for further study of calculation of sample in parameter space is re-
quired. Simulation and theoretical analysis is necessary.
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2. Having derived the sample distribution in parameter space, analysis of estimator
behavior in the sample space will be possible. For instance, using the above equa-
tion for horizontal distribution of samples in parameter space explains why HT
performs better for larger lines. As mentioned earlier 2c is line length, so longer
lines means smaller c, which leads to sharper distribution for rx. The following
equation shows the exact relation of line length and distributions of rx
lim
x→0
frx(x) =
1
2σc
√
2pi
(6.12)
Analysing other behaviors of estimators using the distribution of samples needs
more examination and will be left for future study.
3. Although considering the parameters like line length and end-points of line make
the theoretical framework very complicated, it does make discussion about line
segments, instead of lines, possible. Consideration of these two parameters in
parameter space are suggested for future study.
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